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This year's Vice Presidential
Forum covered issues ranging
from art LO AIDS, unfonunately.
to a sparse audience.
The six vice presidents who
auended were W.O. Bookwalter,
vice president, assistant to the
president. Paul Kantz, vice president for Development, John Reali,
vice president for services, James
Lavin, vice president for student
affairs, Rev. Peter Fennessy. S J •
vice president. director of Campus Ministry , and Edward
Schaefer, vice president for
Vincent
Business.
Rev.
Cooke,S.J., academic vice president, sent his assistant, Louis

Pecek, because he was previously
engaged.
Luke Adams, form er vice
president of the Student Union,
was the Forum 's organizer and
moderator. He was following in
the footsteps of the '91- '92 Yice
president, Bridget McGuiness,
who initiated the ftrst forum last
year.
"Only the vice presidents are
invited, to give a qu1ck speech
about what they'd like to share,
tell what the students are paying
for, and fmd out what good things
arc happening on campus," said
Adams. "Students can ask anytlung on their minds. The Forum
is not meant to change anything,
but it's for open communication

SU debates about
gays in military
John R. Thome
schak
e opentng meeung o the
new officers of the Student Union
began with an open discussion
period and ended with a debate.
The debate, which concerned
whether a recommendation advocating President Clinton's stance
on gays in the military should be
supponed by the Union, began the
new year of SU administration.
The recommendation, presented by the Student Issues
Committee, was opened for discussion lO begin the meeting.
"The Student Union of John
Carroll University supports
President Clinton's moves lO ensure the rights of gays LO defend
their country and encourages all
United States Sentors and Representatives to do likewise," said
the recommendation.
During the discussion that ensued, many people, including nonmembers of the SU Senate, expressed their opinions. "Primarily.
what we are supposed to be concerned with is what happens here,"
said Rodney Harris.
Others expressed concern of a
non-representative vote, if in fact
the recommendation were to be
voted on this week.
"I think it is the representatives'
rights and duties to represent the
students," Bob Wagoner said.
Lisa Heckman, director of
student affairs, made a suggestion
to receive the input of the student
body, either in form of a petition
or other input from the Senate's
constituency. This suggestion was
officially submiued later in the
meeting by senior Michelle Riebe

as a motion which would have put
the bill to a referendum vote. This
motion did not pass.
Joe Parks, Michelle Riebe,
JackieLiautaud,andRodney Harris presented their opinions on the
recommendation after a motion to
allow four speakers.
Due to proper procedure for
recomm90dations, the biU was
tabled until next week so that
senatOrs could confer with their
constituencies.
The bilJ, regardless of being
passed next week, will be sent to
Congressman Louis Stokes,
Senator Howard Metzenbaum,and
Senator John Glenn, noting the
vote cowtt of the SU senate.
"We want to malce sure that
the people we send the bill to
know exactly what the student
body thinks as represented by the
student union," said Liautaud.
The senate appointed two new
executive officers. The office of
Executive Secretary and Director
of Internal Affairs were filled.
Mark Daniel Delaney was
sworn in as the new secretary after
Diana Hartman, fonner SU secretary, was appointed the new director of internal affairs.
"I worked with the Senate a lot
last year as secretary, and as director of Internal affairs. That's one
of my main goals, LO bring unity
within the Senate so there can,
hopefully, be wtity within the university," Hartman said.
DeLaney, on the other hand, is
ftlling his first SU position.
"I am getting into the flow of
things here. I see a lot of bright
spots for the upcoming term," said
DeLaney.
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and information exchange."
Reali brought elevation drawings and cardboard models of the
two maJOr building projects, the
Communications and Language
Arts Building and the new library
addition and renovation, to the
meeting. A master plan for J.C.U.
over the next 10 years was also on
display.

The position of Vice President
for Student Affairs is open for the
1993-1994 school year, as James
Lavin announced his resignation
on the ftrst day of th1s semester.
Accord1ng
to
W D.
Bookwalter. assistant to the
pres1dem. there IS no definite time
deadline for filling his position.
Rev Michcal Lavelle, SJ .• president of the University, will ulti"There will be a new from en- mately decide who is to fill the
trance and a central courtyard to office. ''Fr. Lavelle would like to
the library building. In the Com- have a replacement appointed
munications Building, there will before the Fall '93 academic
be a center glass arcade, with the school year," said Bookwalter.
Commumcations Department on "There is no rush. The imponant
the ftrSt floor, Classical Languages thing is to find the right person."
Bookwaltersrud thatthesearch
on the second, and the English
Department on the third," Reali for this person IS a nauonal one m
See FORUM, page 5
that Lavelle has been contacting
and travelling to other Jesuit
schools to let them know the job is
available. Accordulg to Bookis the money that is received by a walter, though, the University has
student at a private school is gtven not put an advenisement in "The
directly to the student to reduce Chronicle of Higher Education."
tuition costs. A student at a State
"As of yet. there has not been
school directly receives the functf.'- such~ ad. There probably will
The amount of the grant is not be. But that does not mean it
supposed to match 25 percent of is not a national search," said
the amount given to state schools. Bookwalter.
Bookwalter said there are
However, Sheehan stated, the actuaJ percentage has not met the people within the University who
desired goal, and has actually been are also being considered for the
below it for eight years.
job.
"What we are trying LO do is to
Lavin is still uncertain about
enlist parents and students in an how he will be serving the Unieffort to contact legislators, both versity next year. He will have a
in the Ohio House of Representa- meeting with Lavelle later in the
tives and the Ohio Senate, lO urge semester to discuss his future poSee GRANT, page 5
sition in the Administration.

Ohio Budget affects student grant
.l9hn It Thome
NewsEd1tor

Increases in funds available to
Ohio students are likely to occur,
that is, if a state budget bill, which
is currently being reviewed by the
House of Represeptatives P.asses.
According to Jerry Sheihan,of
John Carroll University Public
Affairs, the Ohio Choice Grant
has not been fully funded since
1986. The grant was originally
established to provide undergraduatestudentsresiding in Ohio,
and attending private colleges and
universities in Ohio, with a ponion
of the money normally given to a
state school. The only difference

Bernadine Healy, national health care
leader, to highlight commencement
Elizabeth McDonald
News Editor

The speaker for the 1993 commencement ceremonies is Bemadine Healy. president of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

news feature
There has been some controversy surrowtding Healy recently,
as she announced Friday she was
resigning from her NIH post. effective June 30.
According to the Feb. 26 Plain
Dealer, her resignation coming
"less than a week after she repeated
her desire to stay in the job leads to
the conclusion she is being forced
out"
Healy is a Republican, and ap-

parently it was the decision of the
Clinton Administration to reassign a Democrat to her post
Healy graduated summa cum
laudefrom VassarCoUegein 1965.
She then received her M.D. cum
laude from Harvard Medical
School in 1970.
Following her graduation,
Healy served on the faculty of
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. While there, not only was
she a Professor of Medicine, but
also the Director of the Coronary
Care Unit and Assistant Dean for
post DoctOral Programs and Faculty Development.
In 1984, Former President
Ronald Reagan appointed Healy
lO the position of Deputy Director

of the Office of Science and Technology Policy at the White House.
Healy was chairperson of the
White House Cabinet Working
Group on Biotechnology. Also,
she was the Executive Secretary
of the White House Science
Cowtcil's Panel on the Health of
Universities, as well as a member
of several advisory groups, such
as the Councils of the National
Heart, Lwtg and Blood Institute
and the National Cancer Institute,
and the White House Working
Group on Health Policy and Economics.
In 1985, she was named chairperson of the Research Institute of
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
See SPEAKER, page 5
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Unspecifi~ed

stipulations
will cause future conflicts
The selection process for next year's Resident Assistants is well
underway. But before those people who are offered a position can accept
the job, they must sign a binding contract that recognizes them as
employees of the University. The future-RAs' signature upon the contract
cements their commitment to abide by the stipulations stated by that
contract.
Likewise, students who attc~nd Carroll have tacitly agreed to follow the
policies and rules established! by the University.
But do students truly understand and accept the potential limitations
placed upon their freedom of expression? Do potential RAs understand
the responsibilities which are1outlined in their vaguely worded cohtract?
Do they realize that as staff members under the Dean of Students, their
personal beliefs may have to take a backseat to what they are "permitted"
to do?
In a copy obtained by The Carroll News, the contract states that "I
realize that the Resident Assistant is a role model for the actions of many
students. Therefore, my personal actions, opinions, and regard for the
University, its policies and regulations cannot be in conflict with the
performance of my responsibilities as a Resident Assistant as outlined by
the Director of Residence LiJ;e."
The nature of the "conflict" is left maddeningly unclear. By not
outlining specific do's and don'ts, this contract is allowing for a wide range
of interpretation. How can RAs be held responsible for actions that are not
currently fully delineated as appropriate or inappropriate?
This vagueness is again indicative of the University's reactive rather
than proactive stance. Wait until a problematic situation arises and then
make a decision; that is the unspoken precedent that guides University
procedure. Carroll's mission statement exemplifies this.
Painstakingly written to promote the "transmission and extension of the
treasury of human knowledge and the autonomy and freedom appropriate
to a university;" this statement is, in a sense, brilliant. It allows for
anything, while leaving open the possibility of restricting those actions
that "come in conflict" with Catholic doctrine.
Additionally, policy seven of the Declaration of Student Rights and
Responsibilities states that while student speech is protected, "continued
public advocacy of positions contrary to the Catholic character of the
University is not contained within this provision."
What may constitute conflitct with the University's Catholic nature, and
what actions define "continue:d advocacy," as well as the reprocussions of
these actions need to be stated explicitly to both students and prospective
RAs.
Sources indicate that an effort is being made in this year's RA selection
process to make clearer the meaning of these two provisions.
We need more of this clarity. Not only within the RA contracts but
within the statements regulating students action on campus.
An upfront approach might eliminate future conflicts.
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commentary

The Free Press: An unclassy
"whine-sheet"

On a tree by a river a little tomtit
Sang "Willow, titwillow, titwillow!"
And I said to him, "Dicky-bird, why do you
sit
Singing 'Willow, titwillow, titwillow!'
"Is it weakness of intellect, birdie?" I cried,
"Or a rather tough wonn in your little
inside?"
With a shake of his poor head he replied,
"Oh, willow, titwillow, titwillow!"
-The Mikado, Act I
I ask the question
to the Free Press,
JCU's underground
newslener, "why do
you sing willow,
titwillow, titwillow?"
The FP 's work each
week seems to be of
the same song over
and over- diatribe
Mark Schreiner and pontification; inEditOf·ln-Chlef
tellectual slash and
burn. FP is not a
classy publication.
Because of their confused, parroted, and
poorly edited copy- not to mention artlessness- the Free Press loses any credibility it might gain in making an attempt to
raise the campus consciousness.
And this is to completely ignore the fact
that its editors' egos are not of sufficient
size to warrant the placement of by-lines or
a simple editorial staff box.
Their artlessness has many facets. They
tend towards a Bartlett' s-quotation style of
writing. The last issue of FP had citations
from John Stuart Mill, an anonymous pur. veyor of a 'lemming suxy,' and others.

The credibility of their writing cannot
safely rest upon its own intrinsic quality, so
they shore up poorly built editorial structures with the words of other, more widelypublished writers. Perhaps they hope some
of the gilding of Mill's wordy truisms will
rub offonto their own work. While that fact
that FP is anonymous may be romantic, it
too takes away from their credibility.

hit and miss
At the first SU meeting of this tenn's
executive officers, there was an educated
discussion surrounding the recommendation supporting Gays in the Military. It is
this type of public exploration and definition ofideas which makes democracy work.
However, it was unfortunate that so
many people, especially senators, felt the
need to leave before the meeting was over.

The Carroll News

Their promoters around campus cit.e the
unreasonable retribution they might endure
if their identities were known. I argue that,
at least in the case of freshman Gordon
Short (their last artlessly savaged victim),
any response they recieved would be warranted. Short has the right to respond to the
mild comments they made about his political
beliefs. Their shield of anonymity hides
their weakness.
It is a weakness of spirit and of intellect
that keeps the FP from revealing itself.
Anonymity grants, as said, a romantic flair
to their work. Additionally, it presumes
that some mighty hammer might fall upon
their supposedly radical leanings. If the
hammer falls unjustly, then that would be
news. Anticipating the hammer (or worse
yet, fabricating it) gives them a much too
comfortable place to hide from reasonable
response.
In the truth of by-lines there is a risk in
a direct identification with one's thoughts
and beliefs. By remaining anonymous they
are able, by day, to walk lock-step with
those hypocritical, hedonistic, v~neck
sweater-wearing slobs they savage weekly.
By night, they are daring underground
journalists, beret-topped and pencilmustachioed, transmitting nuggets of
"radical" truth.
It is all a lie.
I could understand and welcome all this
cloak-and-daggerism if their work was
wickedly insightful. I could dismiss all this
bunl<ifthere was an artistry toFP. But, there
is none. It is a poorly edited, shoddi ly
designed whine-sheet They target people
inslead of ideas: ~Y fuiV~>a' p(\t1r'twit1Je
ow tl'le 'u'n'dctW-ountfsJgi-taf.dS'f:Ji.Wapon--

humor. Take a look at Princeton's Tiger or
the Ham bone articles in the old Cleveland
Edition. They knew how to pull it off with

'Jlt,j
NOTICE: With this issue, The Carroll News announces an increase in circulation to 4,000. This was
dpne to meet the unexpected
demand on campus. Previous circulation was 3,000.
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letter s to th e editor
Commu~er

questions
school cancellation

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
university's decision to cancel classes on
Tuesday, Feb. 23, too late for the benefit of
some. Unfortunately,this leuer is going to
sound like deja vu because this happened
two years ago as well. I telephoned JCU
information at 7:30 a.m. only to be inConned that we did have classes. Since I live
on the West side, I left my house at 8:30 to
give myselfplentyoftime to fight the snow
stonn and get to my morning classes on
time.
When I arrived after a treacherous drive
in the morning rush hour, I found out from
another commuter that classes had been
cancelled after all ! (He, too, had telephoned
JCU before driving here). Do the policymakers realize that my car, my time and my
safety are important to me, if not to them?
Perhaps they could cancel classes before 7
a.m. , when the JCU information operators
tell me school is not cancelled. I guess they
cannot empathize with me because they
live on campus? Whatever the problem is,
please sense my frustration and tremendous inconvenie nce, not to mention the
poor showing of responsibility on the
university's part, AGAIN.
Bonnie Waiwood
Class of 1993

Student questions
Gnu hall damage
To the Editor:
I would like to thank you for making my
college career complete, because I will for
the fourth time :receive a lener from JCU
this summer as a result of actions such as
yours. It will be just another fonn leuer, but
one I can't throw away.

lnstead 1mwi" relUJll.&hisJe.tte~.: w.it.Q t,he

to pay a minimal amount for the damage,
but that is not the principle involved. The
principle involved is that the culprit is lacking maturity, empathy, and a reasonable
mind. However, what the individual does
not lack is a problem, and a problem that
might develop into something of a more
serious nature if not curtailed.
I'mgoingto helpby paying my share for
the damage, and all the other damage you
commit in the near future, but I'm also
going to provide some help right now. With
the aid of a wise Jesuit, I'm going to pass
along some valuable advice that you ought
to heed in the future.
The next time you feel that problem
lurking about don't cock your arm and look
down the hallway. In fact, don'teven come
outofyourroom.Juststay inside both your
room and yoursel.There, my friend, will
you fmd your problem.
Mark P. Downie
Class of 1993

The Free Press hides

behind anonymity
To the Editor:
There are times when anonymity can be
quite useful and sometimes even necessary
at John Carroll, particularly when the
opinions e xpressed or actions taken, appear
to contradict the Catholic or Jesuit ideologies espoused by the school.
Anonymity when decreasing ignorance
or promoting awareness can be good and
acceptable, when it is used to attack or
degrade others, its usefulness is lost and it
becomesameans ofoppressingfreethoughL
The editors of The Free Press in their
latest edition (volume 2, issue 2) crossed
that line. They did not say anything which
added at all to the discussion of pertinent
issues.
Theeditorsmadeareferencetotheneed
10 become less comfortable with our world
and work for change toward a more free
thinking society, but contradicted themselves by seeking to degrade those who had
opinions contrary to their own.
Rather than seeking to attack Tim Janc.har
and Gordon Short ad homina for their
opinions, The Free Press should be applauding them for sharing their opinions
and encouraging those who hold differing
opinions to share them.
r agree with The Free Press editors that
too many students at John Carroll are comfortable with the status uo and should be

working to bring about social change. But
what do personal attacks on speci fie people
and the student body in general do to further
that goal? Some of the statements made in
The Free Press push people's heads further
into the ground because some people may
be afraid to express their opinions.
There are countless people on this campus who share relative anonymity with the
editors of The Free Press. The difference
is, these people not only call for change but
also heed that same call.
Students work for Meals on Wheels,
providecareforthosedying of AIDS related
diseases at Kamana House, plan awareness
raising activities and put in coutless hours
of volunteer service. When The Free Press
decries the entire studem body for its lack
of concern, it does all of these people a
disservice.
There are real issues to be discussed and
good work to be done on this campus. The
Free Press could help facilitate some of
this discussion and good work. Instead they
chose to attack those who seek to share their
opinions.
Bill O 'Connell
Class of 1993

Hogan responds to
Beaudry editorial
To the Editor:
The editorial last week, " Alcohol: an
incentive .. . ," hit below the belt of the senior class and those involved in the running
of the Beaudry Awards.
There were two problems with the editoriaJ. I will only address one, the spirit of
holding a Happy Hour for the Beaudry
Award Nominations, that is relevant enough
to require comment.
As stated in the editorial, the Beaudry
Award "is the chief award that Carroll
gives to a graduating senior."
In the past years, panici.-tion among
the sSenior class in the Beaudry Award
nominations has sagged.
The need to try some other method to get
the senior class members to recognize and
get involved in the Beaudry Award was
justified.
Those running the award and I could see
the need for change.
Although the Happy Hour was not suecessful in the amount of people who attended, the seniors and faculty were enthusiastic about the Beaudry Award and made

amount of money that I must contribute to
the pot that will co ver the vandalism inflicted
upon the second floor of Gnu Hall.
I think the public needs a brief description of what happened early that moming
weeks ago. Apparently an insecure individual (s) released some pent up emotions
on people they thought were "unable" to
meet their acceptable standards. In an act of
ins tability this individual (s) decided to pelt
the victims' door with fruit and in the process, broke the exit sign.
..
Now
each .
• r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------~

.

The Carroll New welcomes letters
to the editor a 11 IS our way of
know1ngwhatyou llkeord1sllkeabout
the newspaper. t ecampus.orllfe1n
general We ask that letters be
submitted by 1 2~0 p m. Monday . 1n
The Carroll News office We reserve
the nght to cd1t I ttcrs for clanty or
space cons1dcra 1ons Letters must
be s1gned and ac~ompan1ed by your
phone number j Letters become
property of The Cr:mo/1 Nows Thank
you

0

PREGNJlNT? NEED HELP?
CatU BIR1HRIGHf

Lakewood Euclid
228-5998 731-6936

Pcrrna
661-6400

Hotline: 1~100-848-5683

FOR THE
LOOK
OF TODAY
'TRIVELLI'S ROFFLER AT RANDALL..
"PARK AND ENTER" llElYifEtl
MAY 00. a HIGBEE'S AT
RANDALL PAR~C MALL

WALK IN OR CALL

581-6200

.

RE SERVE

OFFICERS ' TRAiliNG

CO RPS

an honest effort to nominate those they
deemed most qualified.
I would like to spur the senior class
in thei r enth us iasm about the Beaudry
Award and again make it student par ticipat ion award.
John Hogan
President, Class of 1993

Students urged to
run for union offices
To the Editor,
The Student Union execuuve elections
were held a couple of weeks ago, apathy
once again took its course with the John
Carroll community. The two htghest postlions ran unopposed followed by only two
candidates running for each of the other
offices.
The position of Secretary did not even
receive one nomination. Does this make
you angry? It should.
The Student Union was designed to be a
voice for the students. If your voice goes
unheard, make a difference by running for
a class office position in the Student Union.
Don't sit back and leLapath y strike again.
The union has made many significant improvements since my freshman year. And
how did this happen, yes by new faces at the
Student Union meetings, new students
getting involved as class officers, and new
committee members.
The union does require a large degree of
commitment to be effective, but if anger
has s truc k you in the past, use that
anger in a produc tive fashion . Make an
effective differ ence fo r the student
body a s a whole and more importantly take
the initiative upon yourself.
Jonathon S. Petrus
Class of 1994
Note: Le tters of inLenL can be picked
up at the Studen t Un10n and are d ue
March 5.

Ohio grant cutbacks?
To the Editor:
The Ohio Choice Grant is under consideration by the Ohio State Legislature.
All students from Ohio recieve money from
this fund. Student Union legislation in
support of an increaase in this fund will
come before the SU Senate on March 16.
Please come and show your support for this
recommendation bill.
Jacki Liautaud
Student Issues Committee

MUG N IGHT!
every

SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY
TO THE TOP.

i

If you didn't sign up for
ROTC a s a fresh ma n or
sop homore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by att e nd ing
A r my ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid s ixweek s u mm er course
in leadership traininq.

Tuesd ay & Thursday

By the time you have
graduated from college,
you'll h ave the c redent i a l s of a n Army
offi cer . You'll also
hav e t he se lf-confidence and discipline
it tak es to suc ceed in
college a n d b eyond .

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST t'OLLEGE
COORSEYOtl CAN 'IUE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: captain
Brown at 397-4421 or stop by our office on the 2nd
floor of the Recplex, above the bookstore.

The Eastside
Music Club

321-4072
Corner of Cedar and So. T aylor-Ciev. Hts.

FORUM
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Biacsi paints a bittersweet picture of farewell
Kevin Biacsi

As president of the 1992-93 administra-

Student UrHon President. 1992·93

uon, I feel that along with the other executive officers, the senate and commiuee
members we served as artistS creating a
better umon for all.
Looking back upon this year I am pleased
w1th how we ran the show and created a
personality for the union. My disappomtmentlies in the srudent's response to the
union this year.
We set an agenda that would exemplify
cooperation, voluntccrism, solutions and
responsibility. We did not work for popularity, publicity and controversy. We took
to the task and lead by example.
Nothing confuses me more than hearing

The Student Umon serves many purposes in the John Carroll community. Many
of these purposes go unnoticed and are
taken for granted. Th1s student managed
organization lakes on a new phJlosophy
each year. One might compare the umon 10
a work of art Hundreds of people will see it,
criticize it, adore it, frame it, and some may
even ignore 11. Whatever the case, it will
leave these people with an impression that
is positive or negative, depending upon
their attitudes.
The only one who can truly appreciate
and understand any work of art is th<~ artisL

studentS ask "What does the union do?
Aren't they just a big click?" I am amused
to hear students who believe that the
union accomplishes nothing. These are
your college years, take notice of what
goes on around you.
I w1ll not list all that we accomplished to
JUStify the success of the year. The people
who care know what we have done and
know that we were successful. I will, however, challenge anyone that criticizes the
union or any organization 10 understand

A tribute to Dr. James Lavin
Brian Donovan
Student Union VIce president 1986-87

another view

1

tim ·anchar

what we tried 10 show the entire student
body: the only way to Implement change is
to act on your own knowledge.
Analyze, theorize, hypothesize, make
solutions, then make 1t happen. Criticism
leads to expertS of nothmg and fools of
everyth1ng.
So 1n the advent of change, take initiative and 1mplement your own philosophy,
create your own artwork. Run for an office,
jom a committee, involve yourself. It's the
best way to validate criticism.

Funny, these times when you find it
easiest 10 pick up a pen, but hardest to
write ... my passion boils, so much so it
sruntS my disclosure. When someone affectS
you in such a remarkable way you want
desperately to share it verbatim ... I struggle
because I don't know if there are "words"to
sufficiently describe a man like Dr. James
Lavin. Echoing President Lavelle, "they
sound very trite."
I suppose the most appropriate would be
a description of philanthropy I recently
read; "a narural act of giving, prompted by
a spirit of caring and concern for our fellow
man." Every word perfect. Dr. Lavin, one
of the few true philanthropistS I know.
I remember one night Dr. Lavin carne up
to me after an unsuccessful, fJCSt ever nonalcoholic dance I organized to benefit the
Special Olympics. I was extremely disheartened by the lack of response and funds
raised (rather, spent). To no avail, I tried to

mask my disappointment when Dr. Lavin
said with such genuine affection, "never
count success with money or response, but
with how much you cared and the one
person you did help, they mark success!"
It helped cushion the blow a little bit at
the ume, but in retrospect I realized how
powerful the words were. Sure, maybe they
wouldn't work across the board, for say
corporate missions (although none of it
would hurt); but. Dr. Lavin works with
people, for people, and it's this humble
ideology he lives and breathes, selflessly.
He makes a difference, the quiet hero, a
category all his own.
I can on Iy hope to someday follow in the
steps of one of my favorite mentors, Dr.
James Lavin, as he personifies the words of
William Penn: "I expect to pass through
life but once. If, therefore, there be
any kindness I can show, or any good
thing I can do to any fellow being, let
me do it now, and not defer or neglect it, as
I shall not pass this way again."

AT_
T ENT/QN: MILLOB OBAIO

INFORMATION
The Millor Orator speaks as the representative for the
Graduating Class at Commencement.
Applications will be sent to each Senior
and also may be obtained in the
Dean of Students Office
by Friday, March 19.

The Millor orator must be
graduating in May.
If you have any question, contact either:

Lisa Heckman
Director of Student Activities
Student Life Office
OR

John Hogan
321-8587
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Sutowski to gain feinal~ in the fall
Elizabeth McDonald
News Editor

Forum: VPs address student questions
continued from page 1
said, utilizing his visual aids.
Pecek gave a general report of
happenings in Cooke's office. "Dr.
Travis of the Arts and Sciences
Deparunent is chairing a committeeonrevisingthecorecurriculum.
A major revision won •t be in place
for at least a year."
Pecek added, "Fr. Lavelle has
given approval for the wiring of
all donn rooms for computers to
take place over the next three
summers. Each room will have
two ports, they will be wired into
this library, libraries across the
country. and into the mainframe."
The Forum was opened for
questions from the audience.
Senior P J. Hruscha.k, of the
JCU Art Club, asked about a new
art gallery in the library addition,
• due to the withc!rawal of Lhe Mitzi
Verne Gallery from the Grasselli
Library. He pointed to the fact
that there was a petition signed by
300 students last year in addition
to a Student Union recommendation requesting the implementation of a studio art course. However, there still is no such course
or any plans for one in the future.
"I don't see a lot of students
asking for a new communications
building, but there we have one.
Students ask for an art studio
course but that didn't happen.
That's my concern," said
Hruschak.
Pecek explained the school
used to have studio art, but said art
history has now become the de-

Spe~Lker
continued fr()m page 1

She was responsible for directing
the research of nine departments
and served as staff member in the
department of cardiology.
In 1991, she became the President of the National Institutes of
Health (NlH). The NIH is the
major source of funding for biomedical research nationwide. She
launched the NIH's Woman's
Health Initiative and began formulating NIH's first Strategic
Plan.
Healy is the author or co-author
of over 200 publications, mainly
in the areas of cardiovascular research and medicine, and she has
served on the Editorial Boards of
numerous scientific journals.

partmental focus. A change back
to studio art, faculty and supplies,
would have costtoo much. "That's
a curriculum decision," he said.
Junior Rodney Harris asked if
any programs were on the way to
increase financial aid, due to the
recent announcement that tuition
will increase for the next school
year.
''Twelve million dollars, part
of the annual budget, was designated for financial aid. Any time
tuition increases, financial aid has
to increase," said Pecek.
Senior Julie Smith expressed
concern about the University
AIDS policy. In 1987, John
Carroll developed a policy supporting AIDS education activities
and an AIDS resource person. In
this year's student handbook, there
is no mention of AlDS activities
or a resource person. Lavin referred her to Nancy Taylor, director of the Wellness Program.
For the past 3 years, Smith has
been involved in initiating and
organizing AIDS education events
on campus. "The Office of Residence Life has been particularly
helpful and supportive," she said.
Afterwards, students took the
opportunity to view the building
drawings and follow-up questions
with the vice presidents.
Adams responded to the students' low attendance, saying,
''They don't know what they're
missing. This is an outstanding
opportunity to meet with the top
administrators of the institution to
hear what is going on."

The Residence Life Office has
announced that Sutowski Hall is
going to be a co-ed res1dence hall
for the 1993-1994 school year.
According to Donna Byrnes,
director of residence life, since
Sutowski Hall opened in 1978, it
has switched many times from
being male, female or co-ed.
For the first three years, Byrnes
said the hall was co-ed, with
various combinations of all male
or all female floors. or half and
half. The fourth year, the hall was
all women. "That was the year we
opened Millar, so Millar was coed," said Byrnes.
Byrnes said that Sutowski remained all female for the next
four years, but then wanted to
make Dolan co-ed. "Dolan was
becoming an all male, mostly
freshman building, and that wasn't
very manageable," said Byrnes.
Once the decision was made to
make Dolan Hall co-ed, Byrnes
said they needed to make another
all male hall available, soSutowslci
became an all male residence hall

again for fall, 1991.
According to Steve Brunn,
residence hall director in Sutowski,
when Dolan Hall was co-ed, the
ratio of resident assistants and
RHDs to students there was about
70-1. Thiswasverydifferentfrom
the case m Sutowslci for the past
two years, where the ratio has been
closer to 35-1. He feels that th1s
closer ratio was what made
Sutowski more successful than
Dolan was as an aU male hall.
Byrnes said the Residence Life
Office does not see as much of a
need for all male residence halls
anymore. "The reason we're going back to co-ed is because we
have the luxury of space," said
Bymes. ''There not a big demand
for men to live in an aU male
donn."
Brunn expressed mixed emotions about the switch. He said
Sutowski as a co-ed hall may reduce some of the "antagonistic
mood" that exists between it and
Murphy. But as a RHD who has
spent all his timeatJohn Carroll in
all male residence halls, he said
that he feels some sadness that

Bernet Hall wi II be the only ex·
isting all male hall after this year.
"Murphy house~ over 400 women.
I think there should be an
equivalent housing facility for
men, that is, two single- sex
halls," Brunn said.
Brunn also shared some predictions for the '93- '94 school
year. "They' ll be less mystery
splatter on the walls. Bulletin
boards and flyers will remrun up.
And there's probably going to be
some conflict in the T.V. lounge,"
said Brunn.
According to Brunn, the addition of females may be better for
the hall in general. "Men really
take a toll on a building and I have
seen Sutowslci suffer in the past
two years," said Brunn.
Brunn added he doesn't think
the current residents of Sutowslci
are very happy with the addition
of females. "Speaking for residents that have been there for the
past two years, they have grown to
like it, [as all male)." said Brunn.
"They're not happy with the
switch. In the same hand, they're
going to have to deal with it."

Grant: John Carroll solicits support to influence legislators
continued from page 1
them to appropriate sufficient
funds so that the Student Choice
Grant of $65 1 per student, per
year is available to all students in
independent colleges and universities in the state," Sheehan said.
According to Sheehan, the two
year proposed budget was unveiled
by Governor George Voinovich
on Feb. 4, but did not call for a
fully funded grant, as should be
received by students.
'The increase that he proposed
is appreciated, but it is not sufficient to fund the Stu<lent Choice
grants in full for students,"

Sheehan said.
The Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of
Ohio (AICUO) stated a deficiency
in the program as it is currently
being implemented.
"A 3.5 percent increase each
year of the biennium provides a

the fully funded granL The second year, although increasing by
$3 is still $80 dollars shy of the
designated amount, which represents the 25 percent allotted to
each studenL
"We would like to close the
gap this year and then mamtain

good starting point for the budget
process and for achieving the p i

SbeehM said.

of full funding," AICUO states.
"However, this increase only covers the additional students anticipated, it does not begin to cover
inflation."
The grant will only provide
$568 the first year, $83 less than

Sheehan is in the process of
obtaining input and help from
parents through the form of a letter sent to each home. In a similar
attempt to gain sup}X>rt, the SU is
proposing a bill also asking for
support.

ru\1 f u nding In l hc futu re,"

news briefs
Debate Team are semi-finalists
The John Carroll University
Debate team travelled to the University of Nevada Las Vegas this
past weekend.
The top team, which consisted
of sophomore Pat Budzisz and St.
Louis University student Carol
O'Leary. made it to the semi- final
rounds, where they were defeated
by students from Emporia State.
Emporia State finished second
overall at the tournament.
Alumnus present at explosion
Joseph Norris, a stockbroker
in theCleveland office of Dean
Witter Reynolds Inc., was in New
York on Friday, Feb. 26. He and
other Clevelanders were in the
World Trade Center at the time.

691-1982
14404 CEDAR RD.
---------~----------y---------

1 1-16" Extra
1
1 Large Pizza 1
1
1 Three Toppings :

! $1 Q95 !

1-14" Large
p·tzza
One Topping

$595

II Addillonal
~ng· $1.25
I ~lonallopping• s.GS each. ~
Ndl. Nell valid with any olt..l
~ Nol valid wrth any o l t . . f coupon. Valid lhru 3131/113
~ coupon. Valid lhru 3131183
_

1 Fa~ily Speci.al
Works P1zza
1 1-141-14"Two
: Topping Pizza

! $1495

Gleveland's
arket
..

Time has stood still on the west b a nk of the
Cuyahoga River for over 80 yea rs.
In this day of superma rket s. hypermarl<ets a nd
w arehouse clubs. a very old tradition still lives Clevela nd 's West Side Market.
Four days a week. 52 weeks a year. people In
Cleveland still go to the Market. Individual merc hants sell produce. meat. cheese and bakery
products from their own stonds. There are no electronic price scanners. no piped-in music. no shopping carts - none of the modem conveniences of
a Russo's or a Heinen's.
What you will find at the Market are lots of people
from all over the city. tons of fresh food and. above
all, some really great deals.
Outside the grand troln ..station-like building that
houses the Indoor market Is an expansive produce
market. hidden beneath o lengthy pavilion. This Is
where the shopping begins.
Bananas - four pounds tor a dollar. Red peppers
- seven for a dolla r a nd 50 pounds of pota to es for
$5. Merchants display mounds of fresh produce in
unbelievable quantities and at Incredibly low prices.
In the produce market. you begin to understand
what the West Side Market is all about. People of all

races and ages. speaking any number of la nguages.
are bustling around . seeping the tents for the best
deal.
The Market brings people from all over the city
together for commerce of a simpler day.
Inside. produce is nowhere to be found. Instead.
pastries. breads. and pounds and pounds of freshly
butchered meat line the merchants' sta nd s.
Cow tongue s. goat heads. w hole calves and
other a nimal parts you wouldn't see at your neighborhood grocery store ore offered for your inspection. or purchase. if you wish. Of course. your more
standard butcher needs are available and in
abundant quantity.
Homemade breads and bagels. brownies and
scones. cookies and cakes are p iled high, right next
to the chicken merchant with plenty of wings.
Specialty cheeses. Mediterranean spices. and
fresh roosted peanuts ore a mong the many other
kinds of food that can be found as you meander
t hrough the many kiosks under the vaulted roof.
Fresh food. amiable merchants. great prices. interesting people ... all are contained in this historic
landmark in Ohio City on Cleveland's ~Left Bank.·
Experience the West Side Market.

•

Ohio City
An old Cleveland neighborhood
experiencing a renaissance
The West Side Market is not the only treasure you will find in
the area known as Ohio City.
The Great Lakes Brewing Company (shown left), located
across from the Market, is a restaura,nt and an award-winning
brewer.
St. Ignatius High School can alsc• be found on Lorain Road
a few blocks to the west.
To the north is a fine Italian restaurant and bakery called
Massimo da Milano at the corner of West 25th and Detro~ Ave.
Beneath the restaurant lies an old subway station which used to
service Cleveland's trolley cars.
Beautifully restored turn-of-the-4r;entury homes lie next to
ruined ones as this is still an area in transition, but one with a
bright future.

The West Side Market is conveniently located at the intersection of
West 25th Street and Lorain Road in Ohio C~y.
You can reach the Market from Downtown by proceeding across the
Lorain-Carnegie Bridge (Hope Memorial Bridge), which is just south of the
Terminal Tower and Tower City Center. The landmark clocktower should
lead you to the Market. Parking is free at the West Side Market.
For those w~hout transportation of their own, the West Side Market is
accessible by ATA rapid trans~.
Take the Green Line, located at the intersection of Belvoir and Shaker
Blvd., to Tower C~y. Take a transfer from one of the machines before you
pay your fare, $1.50 per trip.
Proceed across the concourse and transfer to the westbound Red Line
with a destination of Airport.
Take the Red Una for one stop and leave the train at the West 25th
Street station, a brand new glass terminal (shown left) located directly
across the street from the West Side Market.
Do not spend all of your money at the West Side Market or any other
establishments in the area, because it still costs $1 .50 to get home.

Feature design and text by Patrick McGillnnd Thomas Peppard. AU photos by Patrick McGill. To Mar/eel To Mar/eel by Joanne M. Lewis was used as a source. Thank
you to George Bradack, manager of the West Side Marlcet.

Market Tidbits
HOURs- Mon. & Wed. 7 a.m. to 4
p.m. Fri. & Sat 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
AGE- Thebuildingitselfwasbuiltin
1912, but there has ' been a public
market on that site since 1868 when
the old Pearl Street Market was built.
OlUG~-f.ady ~jtl~s W:Q~

donated the land in 1&40 to be use<l

for public purposes. The City of
Cleveland assumed ownership when
CleveJandand Ohio City became one
city, and to this day, the Market is
owned and operated by the city of
Cleveland .

TOWER- The tower, 137 feet high,
is named for Benjamin Hubbell, the
architect of the Market as well as the
Cleveland Museum of Art. Originally
the tower contained a reservoir which
could be released in case of a fire , or
just used to scrub the Market's floors.
Deteriorating bricks and the tower's
spire were replaced as part of recent
restoration projects.
RESTORATION- The city of
Cleveland has spent nearly $3 million
in the past five years to make the
Market look more like it did in 1912.
The large window at the front of the
Market used to be blocked by a
mural on the inside of the market, but
it was recently replaced with
casement windows, Styled to look
like the original wooden-frame
windows. All of the side windows
along Lorain Rd. were replaced as
well.
FUTURE- No plans have been made
to change the Market, but there have
been ideas. A large mural of fruits
and vegetables cuuently blocks a
high window at the back wall of the
Market. According to George
Bradack, the Market's manager,
behind the wall is an unused locker
room, and future changes at the
Market could include an elevated
food court, overlooking the inside
market space and downtown
Cleveland.
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Intrepid nurse honored in Sarajevo
her, she says, is defeat.
"I am not exceptional. I just
SARAJEVO, Bosnia love Bosnia" she explained,
Muamera Puska is the queen of shrugging her petite shoulders.
purple hearts.
"When a tank shell falls two feet
Puska figured it was just bad away from you and you survive,
luck when a piece of shrapnel you do have to feel happy and
ripped open her thigh last April, protected."
only days after the Bosnian war
Puska, who weighs all of 121
began. As a frontline nurse, she pounds and is not much over five
expected something like that might feet tall, is a dark-haired mixture
happen.
of Florence Nightingale and Joan
But a month later it happened of Arc. She rescues wounded
again. Puska, 22, was darting soldiers and somehow carries them
through a frontline neighborhood on her back. She sneaks into
to visit a sick old man, and a Serb shattered frontline buildings in
sniper shot her in the right arm. search of useful medicines that
She ducked under a stairwell, fleeing people might have left
WTapped a bandage around her behind in their bathrooms.
arm, and c<>ntinued on her hazFor all of this, she was honored
ardous way.
this week as the "Most Human
She was beginning to get a Person" in Sarajevo, a prize that
reputation among the troops as was handed out in an Academy
either the unluckiest nurse in Awards-style ceremony at the
Sarajevo or, viewed from another battered Holiday Inn. Everybody
perspective, theluckiestone, given who is anybody in Sarajevo was at
the ceremony - the firemen who
the fact that she was still alive.
In August, she was injured for saved this city from burning, the
a third time when a bullet rico- soldiers who saved it from falling
cheted into her shin.ln November, and the black marketeers who
injury number four happened as saved it from being without cigashe ran through a no-man's land rettes.
The award of "Most Human
and a piece of shrapnel tore into
her knee. In December, she was Person" is really an award for
fetching desperately-needed bravery, and in a city that is bemedicine when a tank shell landed sieged and shelled daily, the
next to her. It sliced open her heel. competition was tough. The speInjury number five.
cial jury that chose the winner
Puska is !)till recovering from included an actor who lost both
this last brush with martyrdom legs in a mortar blast and an old
a bandage is WTapped around her pensioner who donated blood 202
heel-.but she nonetheless scur- times.
'Vi~ l!ftelftlfitldtnCYIIIMMt every
Before l.he .award was anday. The only thing that scares nounced, Sarajevo's grandest diva
Peter MOCISS
---,-,,..,....-,...,..---::
Special to The Washington Post

(ll.J l
llO~n !lO

hobbled to the podium with a leg appealing over the raclio for somein a cast and a mink coat on her one to evacuate the soldier, Nedim.
shoulders and sang a patriotic
"I went to the headquarters and
ballad. Then a smartly-dressed asked for help, but nobody wanted
emcee opened a crisp envelope to go," Puska said. "They told me
and announced the winner.
not to go because it was too danPuska stepped to the podium in gerous. I was afraid and I cried a
her jeans and cream-colored little bit, but I thought I should
blouse to receive a commemora- go."
tive platter and a tape recorder. In
She dodged sniper fJie as she
a short speech, she admitted that ran there, and atone point jumped
what she really needs is a pair of for cover into a building that, she
running shoes.
suddenly realized, was held by the
The war has done strange things Serbs. She saw them at the end of
to ordinary Bosnians, turning some a hallway, but they did not see her.
of them into heroes, others into She jumped back into the
cowards, most into survivors. battlezone and finally arrived at
Puska owned a jewelry shop in the the apartment.
southern town of Herceg-Novi
"Nedim was in a bad state," she
beforethewar,andshewasvisiting recalled. "His wife and children
her parents here when the fighting were crying. I told them to pack
started.
their things. We would all go toShe had taken a flfst-aidcourse gether."
during high school, and so she
Puska heaved Nedim onto her
figured she could help out by be- back and told his family to run
ing a nurse. She went to the mili- ahead. She went as fast as she
tary headquarters in Dobrinja, the could, but with a bleeding soldier
frontline neighborhood where she nearly twice her size slung over
was living with her parents, and her back, it was slow going. She
volunteered for medical duty.
fell several times. Finally, she got
Puska needs about an hour to back to headquarters and dropped
recount what happened next in her him on the floor. Then she fainted.
life. Her dialogue is interrupted as
Puska suffered her most recent
she rolls up sleeves and trouser injury on her last mission. She
legs to show her battle scars.
was dispatched across Serb lines
Puska first drew notice in and into Muslim-held territory
Dobrinja, a neighborhood where outside of Sarajevo to get some
Serbs and Muslims battle from medicine from better equipped
one building to another, when she Bosnian viUages nearby. Just bewent to rescue a soldier who had fore she arrived at her destination,
been shot in the stomach and was a tank shell landed near her and
trapped for two days under fire in shrapnel tore into her foot. It was
rusaparune.ot wilhbisfantily. The a bad injury Lhat prevented her
local Bosnian commander was from walking on the foot. WfrJI

the aid of crutches, she started
hobbling back to the frontline, the
medicine slung over her back.
After painfully sliding in and
out of abandoned trenches and
crawling through barbed wire, she
and the meclicine reached Bosnian
lines. She was taken to the hospital, and was keptlhere for I 0 days.
Pusk.a finishes her story. She is
asked the nat~l question: what
do you want to do when the war
finishes? Go back to owning a
jewelry shop?
"I want to paint," she smiles. "1
want to forget the darkness."

NEWS QUIZ
1.) Officials are speculating
about who caused the explosion at the _ . Possible suspects range from militants from
the former Yugoslavia to foreign drug dealers. Five people
were killed and over 1000 were
injured.
a) World Trade Center;
b) Eiffel Tower;
c) Terminal Tower;
d) Empire State Building

2.) _ , formerly in Long
Beach, Calif., was moved 30
miles south of .Portland. It will
be the centerpiece of the
Everygreen AirVenture Museum due to open in 1996.
a) Sea World;
b) The London Bridge;
c) The Spruce Goose;
d) St. Louis Arch
A.Nwef-• \) .. ~ '2.) '

~loJ.S...... ~

Nominations for Beaudry Award
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating
senior who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The a ward is
presented at Commencement excercises in May.
l'he Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding service in the following areas: leadership,
academic achievement, service to university and/or civic community, and Christian Life.
Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination, and this form may be
reproduced. Please complete the form and attach a paragraph describing the nominee's
achievements in each of the areas listed above.
Return this form to the Office of Student Affairs or the Office
of Campus Ministry by March 8.

I
I
I
I
I
I

---·------------------------------------------------I am interested in nominating the following person for the Beaudry Award:

I
I
I
I
J

I

: Please be sure to add the description of the nominee's achievements, and return this form to the :
I
Office of Student Affairs or the Office of Campus Ministry by March 8.
I

L----------------------------------------~-----------~
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EVENTS
FRIDAY,5

Residence Halls
close at 7 p.m. and
food service ends with
dinner.
SUNDAY, 14

Residence Halls
open at noon.
MONDAY, 15
Luncheon, WeUncss Program, 1 p.m. in the Murphy
Room.
Meeting, Communication/
Arts Building, 3 p.m. in the
Dean 's Conference Room,
sponsored by the Physical Plant
Airborne Comedians,
8 p.m. in the Atrium, sponsored
by Student Activities.

TUESDAY, 16
Lecture, Jesuit Patronage
of the Arts, 7:30 p.m. in AD
226, sponsored by the Office of
University Mission.
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Hood reading
first in series

characters moving chronologiMoria Thomas
cally through time. From there
Cc•py Edtor
Novelist Ann Hood read to the her novels have proceeded.
"I always wrote, mostly short
John Carroll Communtty from her
newest book, Places to Stay the stories, since I was eight years old.
Night, Monday, March I. Hood 1 didn't try writing a novel until
was the first of four authors schcd · my ftrst one which I started in
ulcd to come to Carroll for a spring 1984 but I've always written. It
reading series sponsored by the was an obsession, not a conscious
decision," Hood said.
Enghsh department
Hood, however, was a closet
Places to Stay the Night is
Hood's fifth novel. The Rhode writer for quite a while. " l may
Island author is currently working have constantly been writing, but
on a sixth. Besides her other it wasn' t very good. In fact, it was
books-Somewhere Of!the Coast just bad imitation writing. Once I
of Maine, Waiting to Vanish. twned a comer, I took a writing
Three-Legged Horse. and Some- workshop and just kept writing
thing Blue-she has published and reading.! eventually improved
short stories in magazines such as with practice," Hood stated.
Hood is a former TWA flight
Mademoiselle, Redbook , and
McCall's. Her essays have ap- attendent and admits she picked
peared in the Washington Post up dialogue for many of her charand the Providence Journal among acters from people on the plane.
omers, and she often reviews for Many of those conversations inthe Washington Post.
spired plot twists. However, what
Hood wrote her fust novel by "loosely" inspired Hood's Plac~s
combining a series of short s10ries was going to her high school rerevolving aroWld a certain cast of union and wondering how people
characters throughout a period of from a small town got where they
time. She had not thought of the were 15 years after graduation.
stories as a novel until someone
Hood said the title of her latest
asked what she called a plot of book summarizes the basic plot.

·pboto by JC11D Fry

Novelist Ann Hood

"Someone asked me what the title
means. All of the characters are
searching throughout the story for
a place 10 spend the night, literally
and figuratively, emotionally and
physically," said Hood. "They are
all looking for their place or how
they fit in with the rest of the
world."
As someone once said, there
are only two stories in writingsomebody leaves or someone new
comes to town. Hood's book is
full of departures and arrivals and
characters intersecting and interrelating.
The book revolves around a
small-town Massachusetts wife,

Ltbby Harper, leaving her husband and two children to flnd herself in Hollywood. How this af.
fects her family is crucial 10 the
storyline. Into this confusion of
emotion and fee lings enters another heartbroken family. A single
mother returned 10 her home10wn
after her tllegttimate daughter was
diagnosed with a tragic illness.
The two families search for a balance that sustains family life.
It ISa "bittersweet story of unlikely union that transcends the
sadness and Idiosyncrasy of its
beginnings. Powerful, heartfelt,
and peopled with unique and endearing characters, it is an extraordinary foray in10 the lives of
two very different families tom
apart and brought together by the
forces of change and loss," reads
the jacket cover.
Hood read a selection describing Libby's "deserted" daughter
coping with her mother's departure. The girl, a high school senior,
was StrUggling 10 define herself and
her old relationships, always before
taken for granted. She often put on a
tough girl act as sre was trying 10 find
her way out of her small hcmefown
and fird her place in ~ety.
The next authcr in the reading ser
ries will be poet Carol Frost oo Tuesday, March 23 at 8p.m. in the Ma::kin

Room.

Living In ... East Hall

Melissa TIIk
it's lilce a secorx1 family; I live with
Campus Ute Edtor
people I can trust," said Scott Weber,
East was the first donnitay built an RA oo the first floor.
WEDNESDAY, 17 on the other side of Belvoir, and
H~g 280 swdents, East was
maybe that is whal makes it soap- opened fall 1988 in large pan ~ a
~ I ~ pealing.
feSJX)nse tO the campus ovcrcrowd"The residents have a lot of spunk ing.
and there isoctioo in East." said Mike
Accord.ingi0Schaub.'1 have been
Schaub, Residence Hall Dircc10r. imp-essedbythefactlhateventhough
''AOO, the wonderful Hall Council the dcml is mainly upperclassmen,
Upcoming...
rnust be mentioned b their contri- there is still a willingness and enthubutioos."
sWill to get involved with f1ocr ocCommunity Service CaEast
offers
residents
the
QP~X>rtutivitiesand}rOITlOtethesenseofcanreer Fair, 6 - 9 p.m. in the
nity
10
be
away
fran
the
heart
of
mwlity."
Faculty Dming Room, SAC
campus,yetnotfarenoughfa-itiObe
There are those special per1cs 10
Conference Room, Murphy
an
incoovienence.
And.
although
living
in East like use of the 24-hour
Room, and President's Dining
E.ast
does
not
have
the
h.igory
other
canputer
lab recently installed on the
Room, sponsored by Student
donns
do,
its
residents
take
pride
in
fourthfl<n.
Thusfar,therehavebeen
Career Development.
where they live.
no poblems, a fact which has been
"IamJXOUdtolivein East because attributed to the maturity of the resi-

-

Happy saint
Patrick's Day!

question of the week:

"Where do you want to go or
Spring Break?"

East Hall opened fall1988.
dents.

living in East does have its pitfalls, as expect.ed. Among the major
complaints are drafty windows and
sporadic hearing.
"The building was put up &> fast
thattheconstructioo was tmible. The
worsuhingisthcplurnbing. Thepocx-

Earn Extra

Money as a Model

Hove a modeling career
along with your school work.
If you feel you hove the looks
and ombiHon to be a model
call us. We ore not a school.
We secure paid osslgnments
tor quollfted models.
Call Today.

T & T Models of
Beachwood.
Ask for Kris

(216) 831-7250

drainage in the showers leaves a lake
in the bathroom," said seniorGecrge
Serna.

However, expressing the sentiment of most residents, fourth
floor RA Mike Giancola said,
"visit the rest, live in the best,
East Hall."

A SUGGESTION
FOR LENT:
Take advantage of the sacrament of Reconciliation (private
confession) every Wednesday
during the semester, 3:00- 3:50
p.m. in Saint Francis Chapel.
The following priests will be
available:

Diane Dlxen

JenRowland

Matt O'Donnell

Junior

Freshman

Sophomore

WIN $250.00

'To a Grateful Dead

"Australia."

"Somewhere warm with
low taxes."

As you write your
term papers this
semester, consider a
topic in the field
of Aging: be it in the
Humanities, Social
Sciences or Sciences.
The JCU Gerontology
Program is sponsoring
a paper competition.

March 17 - Fr. Bukala
March 24 - Fr. Sabo
March 31 - Fr. Powers
April 7- Fr. Nichols
April 14- Fr. Bukala
April 21 - Fr. Sabo
April 28 - Fr. Powers
May 5 - Fr. Nichols
May 12 - Fr. Bukala

Deadline April 1st.

Also, contact any priest at
any time in any place, and in the
Campus Minisl:ry office, for the
Sacrament of Reconciliation.

concert."

KaUe Rice
Senior

Wayne Scott
Junior

John caputo

'To Afrtca on Safari."

"Juicy Lucy's."

'The Bahamas."

Freshman

.,._...,.s....a.;.

For more information
contact:
Dr. Penny Harris
Sociology Department.
x4381

.... . . _ 11)' Falbor C. IIWcala, SJ .
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Nothing sounds better than S·and in the Vaseline
Chuck Beilstein
Comic Stnp Art1st-

Sand m vaseline? Ouch!
That was my first reacuon to Sand in the
Vaseline, the tille of the two-disc TalkJng
Heads collection. But there are 33 "popular
favorites" here spanning the years 1976
through 1992.
The package is priced around S30, but
it's worth every last cent.
The brilliant cover an, comprehensive
liner notes and inverted black and white
graphics on the CDs themselves enhance
the purchase.
"Sugar on my Tongue," from their original
demo tape defines their early sound. Strippcdoown guitars, crystal clear drums and roy bass
lines suppon David Byrne's quirlcy vocals.
Boasting a cryptic tille, "Love Building
on Fire" adds brilliant horns to the garage
band style.
Drummer Chris Frantz understates
Byrne's vocals as "neurotic" and "paranoid" in the notes for"I Wish You Wouldn't
Say That."
Let'sjustsay llcnow who I want replacing
Anthony Perkins in Psycho 5.
On the familiar "Psycho Killer", Tina
Weymouth's throbbing bass drives the

"Join us
at the
rnoviesl"

masterfully dark broken French outbursts.
Byrne says "Take Me to the River"
combines teenage lust wnh Bapusm.
Blasphemy hasneversoundcdsogood. (Note:
the songwriter was the Reverend Al Green!?)
"I Zirnbra" IS the first world beat inspired
tune in the set. The Heads merge cultures as
well as Paul Stmon or PeterGabriel do. If you
enJOY this s1de of the band, check out David
Byrne's solo album Uh-oh.
"You may find yoursel fbchind the wheel
of a large automobile ... " If so, crank up
"Once in a Lifetime." It's perfect highway
music," ... same as it ever was."
If "Burning Down the House" doesn't
drive you to do drum fills on your dash board,
someone should check your pulse.
On "Swamp," the gritty blues instrumentation perfectly sets up the Big Bad
Wolf lyrics, " ... we come to take you
home... gonna swallow you whole."
"ThisMust bethePlace(NaiveMelody)"
can be called music to sip tall tropical
drinks by.
"Life During Wartime" and "Girlfriend
is Better" are live cuts from Jonathan
Demme's concert film Stop Maldng Sense.
The listener can on Iy hope a reunion tour
is in the works.

3590 MaJ(fleld Road
Clev. Hgts., Ohio 44118

(216) 291-1244
oif'--i0n

I

Theater
C c>rp.

•

NOBODY
KNOWS
ILIKI
DOMINO'S.

How 'b.r IJk,e Pizza A1 Home.

Call us for
the~ best
pizza in town!

381-5555
1982 Warrensville
Center Road

Two Small
Pizzas
2 Toppings

$795
No coupon
necessary.

We accept all
Papa John's
coupons!

<'.

Sand In the Vaseline, Popular
Favorites from 1976-1992, now
available from Sire Records.

AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
8209 PINE ISLAND RD.
TAMARAC, FL. 33321
(800)-362-001 8

SEVERANCE
THEATER
:::::1::::: :1:::::::1:::::::1:::::

"Wartime" contains the trademark "Thts
am't no pany, this ain't no disoo" chant.
Remember the flying white jump suits
m the "Stay Up Late" video? Take time to
listen to the Jealous sibling lyrics they're
hilarious! Not to mention a digital dream of
a drumbeat.
The full mambo orchestration of "\ltr
Jones" JUStifies putung up the extra cash to
buy the discs and not the tapes.
Singing "Blind", David the Greta
switches back and forth from a Grumpy
Old Man to a deep philosopher. Weymouth
describes h1s vocal style well, calling him a
"Muppet." What docs that make They Might
Be Giants?
On "(Nothing but) Flowers," tongue in
cheek anti-ecology abounds as the band remembers "Once there were parking lots
now it's a peaceful oasis, Th1s was a Pizza
Hut - now 1t's all covered with daisies."
The single currenlly getting airplay,
"Lifetime Piling Up" is a catchy (drug) trip
through pirate ships and runaway cars.
Finally, "Popsicle" is a worthy companion to Van Halen's"IceCrcam Man" as far
as frozen treats and innuendos go.
A novel end to a greatest hits collection
brimming with genius.

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND LOANS
UP TO

$4000 PER YEAR GUARANTEED!

OVER $350 MILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE IN SCHOLARSHIPS, AND GRANTS GO
UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO
APPLY OR THAT THEY ARE ELIGffiLE TO RECEIVE THESE GRANTS AND LOANS.
MOST STUDENTS DON'T REALIZE THAT THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
ALLOWS FOR TREMENDOUS TAX BENEFITS TO MEDIUM AND LARGE
CORPORATIONS WHO ALLOCATE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF HELPING FUTURE AND CURRENT STUDENTS AITEND
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND UNIVERSffiES.
THE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION HAS THE LARGEST DATABASE OF
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS IN THE COUNTRY.
WE WILL LOCATE A SCHOLARSHIP SOURCE FOR YOU WITHIN (3) MONTHS OR
WE WILL REFUND THE $25.00 PROCESSING AND APPLICATION FEE.

THIS OFFER IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
CALL 1-800-362-0018
PLEASE BEGIN PROCESSING MY SCHOLARSHIP, ENCLOSED IS
MY APPLICATION FEE OF $25.00
NAME___________________ SCHOOL_____________________________
ADDRESS__________________________________________________
CrrY_____________________________________STATE.______~ZIP_______
MAIL ORDER TO:
AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
8209 PINE ISLAND RD.
TAMARAC, FL. 33321
1-800-362-0018

.....,_
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Lured by Italy
Michael Dagon

Entertainment Writer

With a world famous legacy in
an, Italy provides an endless
source of inspiration for painters
and sculptors alike.
The latest exhibit at the Cleveland Museum of An, "The Lure of
Italy and the Italian Experience
1760-1914," represents over 150
years of some of the greatest
American artists' renditions of
Italy.
Upon entering the exhibit,
"One immediately enters the very
basky places of old mythology,"
in the words of Eugene Benson.
The fJISt painting is Mount Etna
from Taromina by Thomas Cole.
Cole depicts the Sicilian volcano from the ruins of an ancient
Roman theater. This painting conveys the fresh feelings of amazement of a person viewing the majestic remains for the first time.
Moving down the display, an
1832Colepiece,entitledAquaduct
Near Rome, continues the fascination with Roman ruins. Ralph
Waldo Emerson described this
painting perfect! y when he said, "I
dreamed I would come suddenly
in the midst of an open country
upon broken columns and fallen
friezesand their solitude would be
eloquenL"NearRomecapturesthe
dilapidated aquaducts in the most

romanuc setung. They stand as
tired old soldiers in their solitude
am id th e Roman Campagna
(countryside).
Another painting in the Romantic Ruins section is a view of
the neglected ancient Roman Forum by Cropsey. The triumphful
ArchofSeptemiusServousstands
halfburied in theearth,S patiently
awaiting the arriva l o f the
Florentine Artist Filippo
Brunelleschi to rediscover the
importance of the Forum. One can
begin to sense why Ovid said, "I
congratulate myself on not having
arrived in the world until the
present time."
George Bancraft once said,
"Everything conspires in Italy to
make a journey in Italy the most
interesting thing in the world."
Wealthy Americans who travelled
to Italy had artists paint their portraits to document their climactic
experience.
Paintings and sculptural portraits follow. Of peculiar interest
is The Fountain Villa Torlonia,
Frscati, Italy by John Singer
Sargent This painting combines
the old with the new depicting a
traditionally lush garden with a
fountain rendered in a contemporary impressionist style.
The next series features Italy
as the land of many tales. Ameri-

Clinton Makes More Than
Music Mond.ay on MTV
Howard Kurtz
eJ993, The Wo91lngton Post

President Clinton will unveil his voluntary national service
plan on Monday pitching it in aJ unorthOdox forum that served
him well dudng the campaign: MTV.
In his weekly radio address Saturday, Clinton described tbe
proposal as "a call to action and to responsibility" that will enable
~-

"hundreds of thousands of students" to attend college. The program
would allow students to pay off g,overnment loans by worlcing as
police officers, nurses or in other community service jobs.
The president said that "everyone with the desire to serve will
have the opportunity and we'll meet social needs that for too long
have gone unaddressed." He made no mention of his recent
acknowledgment that budgetary concerns would reduce the effort
to a small pilot program that woutld be phased in over six years.
National service was a staple of Clinton's 1992 campaign, but
it could be years before it is available to students. More than 5
million college students now receive federal loans, and pl~ing
one student in a service job could cost $18,000 a year.
MfV says that the president wil1:beinteMewcd byTabithaSoren
during a 30-minule special called "Bill Clinton: Your Future, His
Plan.'' The special will include highlights of the president's Mooday
speech at Rutgers University in New Jersey, wherehe will OUtline the
proposal. Clinton broke new politi:cal ground last year by courting
young volelS on MTV, the rock-music oetwork.
In the radio address, Clinton said that "citizens from cities all
across the country" have voiced "overwhelming" support for his
we and spending proposals and that some even sent contributions
to reduce the budget deficit

'

The Lure of Italy display features paintings such as
the View of Florence from San Miniato (above) and
The Fountain, Villa Torlonia, Frascati, Italy( right) until
April11 at The Cleveland Museum of Art.

can artists offer their renditions of
scenes, such as the destruction of
Pompeii, mythological gods, and
religious subjects.
The exhibit then moves to a
study of the peasant life of Italy.
Italian urban peasants enjoyed
a pastoral life defined by peaceful
leisure and labor amid nature.
Thomas Cole's Views ofFlorence
from San Mirato depicts this life
of natural beauty, with peasants
reclining along a wall singing as
the Florentine sun sets slowly over
the famed towers and the striking
dome of II Duomo.
After viewing this section of
the exhibit, there is no wonder
why James Fenimone Coopersaid,
"If there is one country of my own
in which I would wish to live, it is
Italy. There is no place where
mere living is such a luxury."
In the next section of the exhibit, it is revealed how, as Henry
Maney describes in 1854, "Their
country has become... one vast
exhibition." There are scenes from
Lake Como in the north to the
Capo di Vito near Palermo, Sicily. O f particular interest is Williams Stanley Hasltines's 1869
Capri. Painting over a foundation
of seascape and Maine in

Massachussetts,
Has ltine accurate!y captures the
placid waters of
the Tyrrhenian
Sea. The famous
fishing boats are dwarfed by a It accurately reveals the austere
gigantic amalfi coastal rock.
and spiritually powerful interior
Next, the exhibit moves to what of St. Mark's Cathedral, concenis called "high art." There are trating on the geometric floor and
many large oil paintings and its aged softening. E. Hirshler ·
sculptures depicting the classical described St. Mark's, saying that
heritage of Italy in a typically "[l]ight streams in from the great
dramatic 19th century manner.
west window ... illuminating the
As one moves into the "Mat- marbel floors and golden walls
ters of Spirit" portion of the ex- with subtle luster."
hibit, one will notice that most of
This is a wonderfully well
these paintings were largely though out exhibit that lends itself
products of a Protestant heritage. well to those who like to wonder
Religious ceremonies, roadside and discover.
shrines, and the dome of St. Peters
Allow yourself to be "Lured"
and its all-enveloping power over and discover why, as Henry T.
the city were subjects of these Uckerman said, "[a) visit to Italy
intriqued American artists.
is perhaps more of an epoch in the
The exhibit leaves the viewer life of an American artist than in
in Venice with its scarce traces of that of any other.
The contrast between the new
the industrial revolution. These
scenes have a new aestheticism and old civilization, the diversity
which favors the qualities ofcolor, in modes of life, and esoecially
, 't'H"'
':...c.u. .w rtn£. !11'""''"""' ,.,'r.i! T.
c- mol ~ Rm a tflg' '"'8'SSOCfznJOnS
air, and light.
••
T here are many works by which theenchantmentofdistance
James A. McNeil Whistler and and long anticipation occassion,
Sargent, including Sargent's makes his sojourn there an epibeautiful Pavement ofSt. Mark's. sode in life."

Good golly, it's Dolly (Parton)
Meghan Gourley
nna Carline
The Carroll News Stoff

She brought the Smokey
Mountains to Cleveland. The
sound of her distinct voice filled
the beautiful Palace Theatre, followed by her unmistakable appearance. Her stories contained
the humility and candor that make
her Dolly Parton.
It wasn't just a typical performance-it was an intimatesharing
of her childhood poveny, her rise to
fame, and everything in between.
With the band gathered around
her, she recreated her memories of
sitting on the porch with her eleven

brothers and sisters singing the
songs she had written straight from
her hean and experiences. "The
Coat of Many Colors" represents
the unconditional love that made
the lack of material possessions in
her family bearable.
As a child her mother was unable to afford a coat for Dolly one
winler,so hermothersewedabuch
of old, colored rags together to
make a coat Though her classmates teased her, Dolly wore the
coat with pride, later writing "Colors" in appreciation of her mother.
Not only did she pay tribute to
her family. but to many otherartists
whohavetouchedherlife. With the

0

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
WE'RE SETTING THE TRENDS

0I N0 pAlM I[ RI
• Follow your favorite t•eams on our satellite •

Coors and Coors Light Specials
Kamikazees-$1.00
All specials available at all times with a
valid Drivers License and College J.D.

2167 Lee Road Ctev•eland Heights, Ohio

S3IOR

OTHERS WILL FOLLOW...

MUST SHOWSTUDENT 1.0. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES ONLY. CAll FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH
ONEOF OURSELECTSTYLISTS

CEDAR &GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

381·7773
248-8810
255-4888

help of her talented band, she performed a medley of several of her
favorite songs by such artists as
Hank Williams, Trisha Yearwood,
Garth Brooks, Barbara Streisand,
Billy Ray Cyrus, and The Beatles.
'Themostmemorableofthese was
Dolly's MaOOnna parody, wearing
the controversial chest cones made
famous in "Like a Virgin."
Though she brought the audience
back to her Tennesse days with severnlofhel'oldecsqngs,itshouldnotbe
forgotten that she sang her hits "9 to
5," "Here You Come Again," and
"Two Doors Down."
Dolly has been enjoyed not only
as a singer and songwriter, but as
an actress who can be remembered
for her roles as the chased secre-

dresser in Steel Magnolias.
More recently, her 20-year-old
hit"I Will Always Love You" was
remade by Whitney Houston for
theftlmTheBodyguard.DoUysaid

~::y·:~~~~h:~;:l~~~;:~y·.~
Dolly ended the show with a powerful performance of "He'S Alive."
Together, the performance,
complete with her high-pitched
giggle and southern accent made
for an entertaining show of a legend not soon forgotten.
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Dennis Miller: way shorter than expected
Rob Fargo
ASSistant Entertotnment Edrtor

Friday, I went to my flJ'St bigtime comedy concen, featuring
Dennis Miller and Rita Rudner.
It's hard to believe It took so long
formetoauendoneofthesethings,
considering my addiction to comedy. Wat.chingcomediansoncable
TV and tapes borrowed from my
buddies is a wee bit easier on the
pocketbook. A scat at the Front
Row set me back $22.25, not to
mention that I had to locate one of
Ticketmaster's ever-elusive outlets (what ad wizard came up with
their campaign?).
By the way. I do know that
May Company is Kaufmann's
now I just haven't reached the
acceptance phase yet. I don't
know. but il doesn't feel like
Cleveland anymore, with
Kaufmann's and Dillard's infiltrating our helpless malls. Every
time I walk into these stores, I feel
like Brad 10 Rocky Horror when
he happens upon the evtl castle.
Sorry, wrong number.
Anyway. I was stuck in traffic
all the way from the Wilson Mills
exit to the Front Row. Which reminds me -- why do we have
traffic jams? If the speed limit is,
say, 35 miles per hour, and everyonedrove 35, no mauer how many
cars were on the road, wouldn't
traffic be eliminated? Say yes.
Well, I'm convinced there's
someorganization ofjerks out there
driving just undec the speed limit,
whose only purpose in life is to clog
up the thoroughfares outside any
~AAP~uscom

mon folk mad as hatters. BP
America probably has somethlng
going with the Excedrin people.
There· s a review in here somewhere. But flJ'St, let me tell you
that once I came upon the Front
Row, a man clad in one of those
funky orange suits approached my
car. I don't know how much they
pay these guys to wear these getups, but it would take a pretty big
salary to get me to look like across
between the paramedics in E.T.
and Mrs. Roper with a flashlight.
This guy says the lot is full, park in
the Builder's Square lot.
1 contemplated this one for a
while, because I didn't want to
emerge from the show to fmd some
Bob Vila wanna-be bashing in my
headlights with an LLOfmished twoby-four. But hey. at least parking
would be free, and that's a key
concept for a mild-mannered collegiate like myself.
Yeah, I did go in. I had to use
the bathroom. as real people do, so
I saLLOtered into the one with my
gender specified on the door.
Thinking about it now, isn't it
weird that we have separate bathrooms for men and women? I
mean, most guys don't walk
around the john with their past
participles blowin • in the wind,
and I assume it's not that different
for females, so what's the big deal?
After some serious deliberation,1
came up with a theory for this, too.
The only reason we have distinct potties is that women don't
want men to hear them fart. Think
about it: the ladies don't want us
guys thinking any unpleasantaromascomeou toftheir bodies, much
less that they make hideous sounds
on thelJ'way ouL Society'ssofunny

-in the presence of the opposite
sex, we all hold 'em in like we're
stockpiling for the wmter. You get
the idea, and 1'llleave material like
this to people like Dice who make
their careers out of iL
When we walked 10, Rna
Rudner was already on stage. Not
knowing the precise coordinates
of my seating, I sought the aid of
an enlightening Front Row usher.
Couldn't fmd one. Then I wondered if I brought a flashlight and
a red sponscoatto my next concert event, would I have
the power to send senseless morons like myself
scurrying to all the wrong
seats, throwing a wrench
IntO the whole experience?
Heh heh.
Well, the lady at
Kaufmann's lied to me. She
said our seats were at the
Front Row. but we had to
sit in the sixth. It was kinda
interesting, but does anyone really need to be this
close to a performer?
People in the front were
putting their three-dollar
Cokes right on stage like
they owned it or something.
Hey, people, this isn't England and you don't resemble any dead queens
I'm aware of. Get off the
stage.
First off, Rita Rudner
doesn't look 100 bad for thirtyseven. She looks pretty hokey in
the press photos, but in real life, I
foLLOd her quite comely. I know,
1' m about to get slammed by some
feminist who says, ""Male journalists always comment on the
physical appearance of the females
they cover, when if they were
covering men, appearance would
not be an issue." But, appearance
does affect perception, and often,
it's an integral part of understanding a performer. Image is
everything in this business. OK,
fine, I'll tell you how Dennis
looked, 100, hold your horses.
Rudner's material meshes well
with her look. Her comedy. though
consistently well done, is cute,
light-thekindofstuffthatmakes

you feel hke you •re about to laugh,
but you end up just sitting there
wtth a dumb grin on your mug.
Chuckles here and there, but no
guffaws, no "that was so funny 1
just wet my trousers" laughs. Except for the guy behmd me. He
made canned laughter seem lii<e
the best mvention smce the printing press. Every once and a while.
he let out this airless asthmatic
laugh that almost sent me running
to Revco to get an inhaler I could
stuff in his mouth to shut him up.

I had visions of taking my coat to
the cleaners the next day. "Well,
it's gonna cost a little extra to get
that embedded lung out of the
collar. lt's really in \here."
Tbere wu OliO OCher~
in the crowd I have to mention.
You're at these concen things,
and you casually look around,
wondering who else is as stupid as
you are to pay for inadequate
parking and internal organ stains
on your faveoutfit, when you spot
this guy two sections over. Whenever there was a mildly amusing
line, this large man would lean
forward, cock his head forty-five
degrees, open his gaping mouth
and start spastically clapping like
someorgangrinder'smonlceywho
had a little too much pumpkin pie

last rughL I kept on imagining the
way game shows superimpose
their mailmg addresses on a shot
of an unsuspecting audience
member, who's just gold-diggin •
away. The myriad beauty of humanity.
Rita Rudner was funnier than I
expected. She floated across the
stage like a sedaled ballenna, and
her express1ons were so deadpan
that I wondered if she thought she
was funny at all. I was especially
impressed with her improvisational skill, which she
showed off by deftly answering audience ques
lions at the end of her rou
tine.Onegentlemanasked.
"What do you think about
theindiansthisyear?" She
replied, "1 don't know who
they are .. Do they do base·
ball?" She went on to tell
that smce her husband is
English, he docsn 't know
much about American
sports. He once asked her
why all baseball referees
wear Jackets, and she told
them that they all come to
the games straight from
dinner.
When Rudner left the
stage, a voice came over
the loudspeakers, informing the crowd of the length
of the intermission. Of
course, the voice came
back, five minutes later and two
minutes before Dennis Miller
came on. No wonder about the
$22.25 ticket price - I'm paymg
for some ninny to lake home a
~fc.~mablckRIOtm

with astopwat.chanda Mr. Microphone all night. This is a comedy
show, not the Indy 500.
Dennis Miller came on before
the allotted two minutes had expired, but no one seemed to mind.
Now I'm a die-hard Saturday
Night Live fan who thinks Kevin
Nealon'safLLOnyguy,butthen6ws
just hasn't been the same since
Dennis left. 1 was happy to hear
that Miller may end up filling the
Late Night host position soon to
be vacated by the network/time
slot-hopping David Letterman.

But, even though he claims he
prefers the talk show format, standup IS where Miller really shines.
Speaking of stand-up, Miller
was way shoner than I ever imagined he would be. There, I told ya
my 1inpressionsofh1S appearance.
Next.
Gem us IS the word that comes
to mmd when describing Dennis
Mtller's material. Hecombinesan
exuberant personality with keen,
sarcasuc observations of life, and
lies them together with references
to obscure people, places, things.
events (that's right, folks nouns).
Half the time. no one reaJly
knows what the heck Miller is
talking about, but we laugh along
with him because It sounds like it
might be funny. He'sjustiOOdamn
wiuy. In less than an hour. my
measly headcaughton to allusions
to The Cmcher ln The Rye. A
Clockwork Orcmge, Monty
Python'sQuestFortheHolyGrail,
the Entertainment '93 coupon
books, and "The Price Is RlghL"
"Shouldn't they rotai.e those models on 'The Pnce Is Right' every
couple millenia?" Miller said thaL
Miller's new material was as
fast-paced and cynical as ever,
especially when criticizing political figures like President Clinton
and Senator Charles Keating. With
a look baclc to his audio/video
releaseBiackand White, Millerdid
the Manson/Pope/Reconciliation
Conversion Chan bit to end the
show with a proven winner, including, "The pope's got these
two hats· he'-; got the hule cerea\
bow! aumbor. aDd &hen be· B
the pointy fence-post dfgger
model. It makes you want to turn
him upside down and start workmg those little pope legs together."
I laughed so hard, I thought I
was going to have to leave the
room. When 1 actually had to, I
decided the whole live comedy
thing was a great experience, and
I'm sure you'll catch me at many
more future shows.
You 'II recognize me; I' Ube the
one with a lung on my back, no
money in my poclcet, and a big
smile on my face.

CASE WESTERN RESERVE
UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
NEEDS participants for an
Experimental Research Study.

1 PARENT (Father or Mother) 50 or more years

Cafe Onl~ 8 - C~oss
Monday & Tuesday: 15¢Wings
75¢ Slices of Pizza
Wednesday: 2 for 1 Pizzas
99¢ Drinks for Ladies 6 -9
Fried
Gnocci

FettudniAlfredo

Tomato Salad
And Moret

IHIAPPV IHIOlUIIR: 4-6 Monda~
IFridlaw~ 5o/o off w / collage ~ID>

321-7272 • Fairmount Circle

AND

1 CHILD (Son or Daughter) 25 or more years

Explanation:
The purpose of this study is to learn about
Interpersonal Cooperation. You will be asked s·ome
questions about your family relations. In addition
you will be asked to play a game in which the
potential exists to earn money (up to $100)
depending upon how well you do in the game.
It will last about one hour. Information will be
confidential. The interviews will be conducted
in the Depanment of Sociology at C. W .R. U
(Mather Memorial Building, 223C).
CONTACf: Julian Montoro, M.A.
(Co-Principal Investigator, Department of Sociology)

Ph. (216) 368-5173

-
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H 0 In osexuali ty: What ~~~u~h~~~aught
"It is a mistake to hope that we will be able to modify
or change homosexuality ... If we understand its
nature and accept it as a given, then we come much
closer to the kind of attitudes which will make it
possible for homosexuals to lead a
decent life in society."
-Evelyn Hooker
Meghan Gourley
Features Edct()(

Two Washington, D.C. students tortured a man when lhey
took a kmfe to his testicles and
nearly kiJied him. The students
were found guilty and sentenced
to 400 hours of community
service.
A 17-year-old Michigan man
boasted to his friends about kicking a man "until blood sprayed
from his face" and then went home
and returned wilh a sledgehammer to administer lhe fatal blows.
He was acquitted.
The victims in bolh these cases
were gay men.
Anti-gay harassment and violence increased 31 percent last
year in five major U.S. cities: New
York, San Francisco, Chicago,
Boston, and Minneapolis-St Paul, according to lhe National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Policy lnslltute.
Gays are seven
times more likely to
be crime victims
than the average
American. Yet victims ofgay-bashing
often receive the
same judicial treatment as rape victims; both are
deemed to be "asking for iL"Defense
lawyers in gaybashing cases tend to rely on
homophobicarguments,tmplying
that promiscuous gay people deserve what they get At a 1988
sentencing hearing fora convicted
killer of two gay men, a Dallas
judge referred to the victims as

"queers" and said he was handing
down a light sentence because
gays should be treated the same as
prostitutes. Toaulhorities such as
this judge, bolh women and homosexuals deserve a beating if
they are sexually active.
In November,lhe Oregon Citi7..Cns Alliance (O.C.A.) hoped to
amend the state constitution with
Ballot Measure 9, which would
make homosexuality "abnormal,
wrong,
unnatural,
and
perverse ... to be discouraged and
avoided." And now, similar
legislation is proposed in
Colorado.
Despite the fact that gay-bashing and anti-gay laws persist,
schools throughout lhe country
have tried to get discussion on

homosexuality worked into the
school curriculum.
Development ofa multicultural
curriculum began several years
ago as an effort to teach tolerance
and reduce prejudice in the public
schools.

~81WW~0 --~

Daddy's Roommate. a
ctuldren 's book about homosexuality has been put on the recommended reading list in the
New York City school curriculum.
The book explains how two
men live LOgether, work togelher,
eat together, and sleep together.
Adding the book to the curriculum has begun a bitter fight about
when and how to teach children
about homosexuality, a question
that schools have begun to confront.
In Fairfax, Virginia, ninth
graders see a fUm entitled "What
if I'm Gay?" The movie is about
three boys with one trying to come
to terms with his homosexuality.
The school permits parents to
prohibit their
children from
any class discussions on
homosexulity,
yet school officials say that
only 1.5 percent of parents
do so.
"As early as
kindergarten,
such things as
appreciating
differences
and respecting
all people can
be taught," insists Dr. Virginia Uribe,
founder of the
Los Angeles school district's
Project 10, which uses counseling
and support to discourage lesbian
and gay teens from dropping out
of school.
"As children get older, teachers should be prepared to respond
to the questions they have. IGds
don't have any big prejudices to
start out with. They learn those
things," said Uribe.
Because of a 1989 federal
study that showed that onethird of adolescent suicides are
young people struggling with
their sexual orientation, school
officials in Virginia's Fairfax
county decided to expand their
wide ranging family life edu-

Do you think ...

YES NO
... homosexuals should
have equal rights in job
opportunities?

78o/o 17%

... homosexuality is an
acceptable alternative
lifestyle?

41o/o 53%

... gay rights are a threat
to the American family
and its values?

45% 51%

... gay men and women
should enjoy the same
access to job
opportunities as
heterosexuals?

78% 22%

... gays should be able to
adopt children?

32% 68%
OOW<>O:

cation program.
"We needed to communicate to our kids that p~!ople are
different and that we don't
choose our sexual feelings.
They choose us," said Gerald
Newberry. coordinator of the
Fairfax county family-life
education program.
The debate on whether or not
homosexuality is genetic or
learned has been debated for years.
In lhe gay communny ttself,
many welcome the indication that
gayness begins in the chromosomes. Theoretically,itcouldgain
them civil nghts protections.
Simon LeVay, neuroscientist
at the Salk Institute in La Jolla,
California scanned 41 cadavers;
19 of them were homosexual men.
He determined that a tiny area in
the brain believed to control sexual
activity was less than half the size
in gay men than in heterosexual
men.
John Money. John Hopkins
University psychologist agrees
that sexual orientation stems from
the brain. "But when did it get
there? Prenatal, neonatal, childhood, or puberty?" he asked.
It should also be considered
whether or not it could be the
other way around. Could sexual
orientation affect brain structure?
Kennelh KlivinglOn, as assistant to lhc president of lhe Salk
Institute, said that the brain's neutral networks reconfigure themselves in response to certain experiences.
"From a study of animals, we
know that circulating sex hormones in the mother can have a

·Discount with
this ad
• Conveniently
located in Cedar
Center
--FamilyHairSty1ing--

932-541Q

13932 Cedar Road
Unlv. Hts.• Ohio 44118

Ncwswceltl'<lii,AuJU11V, 1992

profound effect on the organization of the brain of the fetus. Once
the individual is born, the story
gets more complex because of the
interplay between the brain and
experience. It's a feedback loop:
the brain influences behavior, behavior shapes experience, expenence affects the organization of
the brain, and so forth," said
Klivtngton.
Because hls sub)CCts were aJI
dead, LeVay knew very little about
their sexual histories other than
the fact that lhey were either gay
or heterosexual.
That is a distinct shortComing
in my study," said LeVay. "Did
the gay men play the passive or
aggressive roles in sex? Were
some bisexual. another variable,
and could that have affected the
neuron cluster?"
In contrast, many scientists
believe that it is naive to think lhat
a single gene could account for so
complex a behavior as homosexuality.
However, gays believe lhat
looking for a "cause" of homosexuality implies that it is deviant
and heterosexuality is the nonn.
Perhaps the best answer is provided by 84-year old Evelyn
Hooker, who showed in a study in
the 1950s that it is impossible to
distinguish heterosexuals from
homosexuals through psychological testing. "Why do we want to
know the cause?" she asked. "It is
a mistake to hope lhat we will be
able to modify or change homosexuality . . . If we understand its nature and aceept is as a
given, then we come much closer
lOlhelc.indofattitude which will
make it possible for homosexuals to lead a decent life in
society."
Story compiled from articles
in The Nation, March 23,
1992; Time, December 14,
1992; Newsweek, February
24,1992. September 14, 1992;
and August 27, 1992, and
Commonweal, January 15,
1993.
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Communications Department flourishes under Schmidt
Julie Garvin
Assistant Pronles Editor

Dr. Jacqueline Schmidt has
found her niche.
When she was growmg up in
Austin, Minn.,d1d she ever imagine that she would be the chairwoman of the Communications
Department at John Carroll University, a business consultant, a
wife, and a mother all at the same
tune?

Whether she did or not. that is
where she is today, and she could
not be happier about it.
Schmidt began her college
education at MacaJester College
in St. Paul, Minn., where she had
a full load as a communications
and secondary education major
and an economics and political
science minor.
After earning her bachelor's
degree, Schmidt pursued her
master's and doctorate degrees in
communications at the University of Iowa in Sioux City. Her
continued education was made
possible through the competitive
NDEA Fellowship, the National
Defense Education Award.
Upon graduation Schmidt
spent a year in Colorado Springs
teaching seventh and eighth
graders at Divine Redeemer,
while her husband, David, was
stationed in the military.
"We always thought that
Colorado Springs was where we

wanted to live," Schmidt said.
"But every city has 1ts problems,
so we just wanted to find a city
where we could both fmd jobs."
The JOb hunt resulted in a relocatiOn to Cleveland tn 1973.
Schmidt's husband had already
had an offer with a law firm in
Cleveland, and it was not long
after that she joined thcJCU staff.
"I was really lucky," Schmidt
said. "This has been a wonderful
place for me. John Carroll was
exactly what! was looking forasmall college with a broad-based
Communications Department."
Both of her children, Allyson,
16,andAndy,l3, werebomhere
in Cleveland.
In 1984, Schmidt became the
chairwoman of the Communications Department. Her duties as
chairwoman include budgeting,
scheduling, and representing the
deparunent on committees.
Not only did Schmidt find
success in her teaching profession, but she also has established
a successful business, consulting
with companies in such areas as
public speaking, interviewing,
interpersonal communications,
and leadership.
"I never formally went looking for work in consulting,"
Schmidt said. Her talents just
spread through word-of-mouth,
and before she knew it, she had a
list of impressive clients, includ-

--------------------------

ing the Cleveland Police Department, Kaiser Permanente, and
British Petroleum.
However, Schmidtsaid: ''I'm
a teacher first. I want to do a good
job here. I do consulting to reinforce my teaching, and I limit it to
that."
Presently, Schmidt sees the
satisfactory completion of the
Communications building as a
major goal on her agenda.
"I want it to be a quality building that both the students and
faculty can enjoy," she said.
Schm1dt focuses primanly on

teaching classes in interviewing,
organizational communications.
interpersonal communications,
and advanced interviewing here
at JCU. A particular favorite of
hers is interviewing.
"I love mysteries and jigsaw
puzzles. Interviewing is a lot like
that. What you say really determines what you get as your answer."
Schmidt loves the interaction
between the students and teacher
that her career provides.
"I'm always learning," Schmidt
said. " I learn new thmgs from the

material because I'm at a different
stage in my hfe. 1 always learn
from the students w1th thctr new
perspectives."
Sometincs Schmidt regrets the
rush that can accompany the college educauon.
"I wish we could redo the final
Situation, where we could review
it w1th the students,"' she said.
She beLieves there w1ll be tremendous grov•th 10th. . c"' u: Jcations field.
"Communications IS essential
tO a v'l.riery of areas," Schmidt
said. • I Lhmk the real value is that
1t allvws fle:ut k and critical
thinking. You sec thmgs from an
aud1enceperspccuve, which helps
10defme what you will talk about."
Schmidt also sees a bright future for women in communications.
"Women have always been
strong in communicauons, and
they will conunuc to be," she said.
Outside of her career, Schm1dt
enjoys playing tcnms and collecting antiques. She also has been a
Girl Scout leader for 10 years and
triestokeepupw1th herchildren's
acti vi tics.
At times.so much to do with so
little ume can become hectic, but
Schmidt maintains an opumistic
outlook.
"You get good at Juggling,"
she said. "You learn to prioriuzc
and get good at schedules."

All students who will be sophomores, juniors or seniors may apply.

Stipend $1,000 (plus Room & Board)
Date: June 1st-July 17th
Applications are available in the Dean of Students Office and must be
returned to the office by 5:00pm on March 5, 1993.

Questions: Please contact Joe Farrell, Dean of Students,
Lisa Heckman, Director of Student Activities or
Fr. William Biehl, Ass't. Dean of Arts & Science.

..
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Crusaders end women's best season, 63-58
Shumaker named to 1st
Team A/1-0AC Weaver
'
makes 1st All-Academic

Union last Tuesday, the Blue Streaks traveled to Capital
and lost tn the semifinal round 58-63 to complete thelf

seasonat20-6, 14-4Inthe0AC.
JumorCmdy Shumaker ledJCU w1th 17 pomts, bringmg
her season total to 434, the third highest point total in
school history.
Shumaker also became the flfst Blue Streak to be named
lana Durban
flfSt team All-OAC at the annual Conference Awards
A~ontSportsEdt~
For the flfSt time m the 23-year history of women's Banquet Saturday in Canton.
basketbaJJ, a John Carroll team won 20 games in a season.
Jumor Michelle Bielozer and sophomore Darlene
Unfortunately the goal of capturing their first Ohio Sheehan earned AJI-OAC Honorable Mention awards.
Athletic ronrerence title eluded them for arJOther season.
Bielozer sparked the Streaks with a team high 112
Aft~r an exciunf 69-59 quanerfinal victory over Mount assists and 82 steals, wh1le Sheehan had the highest three

Miami'5 Shula eyeing John Carroll's Beers
Brennan M. laffe:..;
nL - - - - - - - - - -

Sports Edto1

On Monday afternoon, head football coach Tony
DeCarlo received a phone call from Miami Dolphins'
head coach and John Carroll grad Don Shula.
Shula was returning DeCarlo's phone call concerning
Carroll running back Willie Beers, who is scheduled to
graduate this May. With the National Football League's
annual draft approaching in April, DeCarlo stated that
while he remains realistic that the 6' 2081b Beers will not
be drafted. he hoped that Shula and Dolphin running
back: coach Carl Taseff would keep Beers in mind as for
a possible free agent try-out

Taseff also graduated from John Carroll.
Shula said that he would keep Beers m mind, while
DeCarlo stated that he would keep in contact with the
Dolphins' coach.
This season, Beers became John Carroll's all-time
leading
rusher and broke the Ohio Athletic
Conference's career rushing record. Currently, Beers
stands sixth on the all-time Division III rushing list with
4,397 yards.
Two years ago. Carroll's record selling quarte.rback
Larry Wanke was taken in the 12th round of the NFL's
draft. This season, however, the NFL has cut back the
nwnber of rounds in their draft to eight.

Recplex e1nforces escort policy
versity. College campuses are
often rightfully criticized for being isolated pockets of ethnocentrism. But the point of DeCarlo's
memo is valid. The word "escort"
denotes that this person will stay
with their guest throughout the
visit. In short, the escort is taking
responsibilty. Whenastudentjust
signs someone in and leaves, no
one is taking responsibilty.
The breaking of this school
policy does not sound like that
much of a big deal. It's just some
people taking advantage of some
top notch facilities. But with the
recent sexual assaults in the area,
it seems wise to use precaution.
Local YMCAs, CYOs, health
clubs and high school gymnasiums are open to the public.
Whetheryouknowitornot,alumni
who have been graduated for fi ve
years or less pay $100 to use our
facilities. Alums who have been
gone longer than five pay S250 a
year.
So take advantage of our facilities while it's "free" with your
tuition and remember to escort
your guests.

supervisor's desk, pay a threedollar user fee per guest and, of
An open letter to those who use course, be escorted by someone
the Recplex basketball court: (student, faculty or alumni) with a
Last week, John Carroll Athletic validated ID. When the escort
Director Tony DeCarlo circulated leaves the facilities, the guests
must also exit the premises.
commentary
The memo goes on to state that
a memorandum to the supervisors anyone who is found to have
and workers of the Recplex.
signed guests in and then leaves,
In this letter, DeCarlo stated will have their IDconfiscated. The
that our recreational facilities, lD w ill only be returned to them
namely our intramural basketball when they pick it up at DeCarlo· s
COUrtS, are being abused by persons or Dean Joe Farrell's office. The
not affiliated with the university memo concludes, "continued
or escorted by someone who is a abuse of this priviledge by the
member of the university.
member shall result in loss of use
According 10 DeCarlo •s memo, of the facility."
These are not new rules.
"everyone is allowed to have as
The problem lies in students
many as two guests (brothers,
sisters, friends, etc.} who actually who are signing in unauthorized
share the faci lity who is hosting persons 10 useJCU 's facilities and
the guests. They arc liable and then leaving. According to
responsible for the guest that they DeCarlo, the escort is fully rehave during that stay."
sponsible for these people. If the
As has been the practice in the guest hurtS themself or anyone
past, the only way for any person else, the escort may be legally
without a validated identification liable.
card tO enjoy the recreational faThere is nothing wrong with
cilities is to follow three simple playing basketball with people
steps. One must sign m at the who are not members of this uni-

Brennan M. Lafferty

Sports Ed tor
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poin~ field goal pe~centage (.~1) and the second highest
sconng average w1th 13.2 pomts per contest.
Seve~ me~bers of ~e team were recognized for
outstanding achievement m the classroom.
Seruo.r Elai~e W~ver was ~icked first team OAC All·
Academic, wh1le senwrs Shen Skedel, Lynn Carroll, and
sophomore Marcie Bockbrader were named to the team as
honorable mention.
Many highlights made this season special for Carroll:
The team blocked 151 shots, breaking the old record of
138. Shumaker set a school record with 49 blocks and
holds the career mark w1th 108. Weaver stopped 23, and
sophomore Sue Zidamc added 21 blocks.
Bielozer now owns every JCU assist record, with 341
throughout her career. She IS also the career leader in threepoint field goals witb 100.
Senior Beth Arrowsmith will graduate ranked among
the top five in school history in two categories: field goal
percentage, where she IS tlmd all-time, and free throw
percentage where she is second with a .753 clip.
By appearing in 107 career games, Skcdel set a school
record. No other John Carroll Uuniversity player, male or
female, has played in as many basketball games as
Skedel.
Finally, seniors Amy Jowett, Carroll, and Weaver all
had career years in scoring.
With three of five starters returning next season, it
looks as if the Blue Streaks are poised to contend for the
Conference title and possibly earn a berth in the NCAA
Division Ill Toumarnent in the coming year.

STREAI<S

of the week

John Buffor d
The Junior guard was
named All-OAC for the
2nd year after scoring
566 poin ts for the
Streaks. He stands 6th
all -time in s chool
his tory and leads in
assists with 353.

Cindy Shuma k~
The Junior fo rward
garnired 1st Team AllOAC after scoring 434
points. She is now
fourth on the school's
career scoring list and
third in rebounds with
613.

notable streaks
• Sr. Beth Arrowsmith
graduates in the top 5 in
fieldgoal and free throw
percentage.
• Fr. Rosr~ Valentino
won 4 OAC swim titles.

WATCH OUT:
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AHEAD.
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50% OFF W ITH TH IS AD
Buy 8 for $26 get 8 FREE
(New Students Only)
Jazzercise Classes
MNJ 5:45 & 7:00p.m.
Sat. 9:30a.m.
JazzerStep Classes
T/Th 7:00p.m.

PIZZA DEAL

Large 15"

• 190 lb Sean Pellerlte
pinned the OAC's 2nd
seed b efore losing to an
All-American by 1 point.
• Sr. John Callahan
won 2 OAC swim titles.

·--- .
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r ,,,,_,..,.OI<S_

Sussex Elementary School
19824 Sussex
Shaker Hts .• OH
For more info. call
Jan 546-9124
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IFIEDS
Help wanted. Dialamerica,
nation's largest telemarketing
fum needs communicators to
work 9AM-1PM, 5:30PM9:30PM, 6PM-10PM, 9PM12AM. Flexible scheduling for
tntcrview. Call 333-3367.

weekly. Summer/Full Lime. Tour
guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Bartenders, Casino
Dealers, Etc. World travel to
Caribbean, Alaska, Europe,
Hawaii. No experience necessary.
CaJII-602-680-0323 Ext. 23.
House for rent on Cedar near Lee.

5 bedrooms refurbished. Stove
Sitters needed part/full time.
Must have a c:ar and references.
A choice nanny. 831-6123

and refrigerator included. 3
roommate limit per side. Call
449-2667

Gr eeks & Clubs-S1000an hour!
Each member of your frat,
sorority ,team, club, etc. pitches
in just one hour and your group
can raise $1000 in just a few
days! Plus a chance 10 cam
$1000 for yourself! No cost, No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528,
ext. 65

Cheap ! FBI/U.S. seized 89
Merccdes-$200, 86 Volkswagen$50, 87 Mercedes-$! 00, 65
Mustang-$50, choose from
thousands starling $50. Free
information 24 hour hDLline. 801379-2929Copyright#OH051010.

Greeks & Clubs-raise a cool
$1,000in one week! Plus$1000
for the member who calls! And
afrcclglooCoolerifyouquaJify.
Calll-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
Cruise Ships now hiring. Earn
$2,000+/month' +world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and
career employment available.
No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5556.
Models n eeded for advanced
haircutting classes. Call Susan
at381-9660. Mon.&Wcd.12-5.
Cruise Ship employment now
hiring students. $300/$900

ROBERT J. CORRIGAN
~VI:

GOT To E')<AN:!

or:, GET wro
I

$200-$500 Weekly. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No
Selling. You're paid direct Fully
guaranteed. FREE informalion24 hour hotline. 801-379-2900
Copyright# OH05l050.

GB9tnoS
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have you seen this one?

Toyota Tercel 2-door coupe. 5spced, air, stereo/cassette, 23,000
miles. $5300 371-3959.
Family seeks live-in help 10 assist
mom
with
childcare/
housekeeping. Flexible hours in
exchange for private room/bath,
board&salary. Close 10 umversity
371-3959.

f-

----

MJD-many apologies for the
misquote.
Thanks
for
understanding. MMG
Woodie, Dick& Mart: Welcome

THERE WAS MUCH
BACK IN THE DAYS WHEN THE
GAME WAS CALLED "STONETABLET SCISSORS ROCK."

CoMep ......_ s.mc. Boa Mil._....,, Ca -

This cartoon ran !n the April 14.1978
issue ojThe Carroll News.

........
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Tohn Carroll wins third straight Ohio Athletic Conference title

Five Blue Streak wrestlers headed for·Nationals
Dale Kaprosy, 167
1992-3 record: 17-5

Photos courtesy ofJCU sports
info. Kaprosy photo unavailable.

•r

Mike Glllmor, 150

Walt Karrenbauer, 126
1992-3 record: 17-8

Connelly, 158
record: 23-7

1992-3 record: 20-4

Volkmann also got what he
expected from his "Big Five" as
Walt Karrenbauer (126), Ken
Cardarnan (142), Mike Gillmo r
(150) and Dale Kaprosy (167) all
captured titles and Chris Connelly
pulled to the fi nals before falling.
All fi ve will be advancing 10 this
weekend's national tournament.
'They wrestled very well. We
had the four champs and Chris had
the ability 10 win as well, but he
ran ini.O a real solid opponent and
itjustdidn 'tgoourway this Lime,"
said Volkmann.
Connelly was defeated by Joey
Roby of Ohio Northern who has a
26-4 record on the year. Roby was

MikeWarbel
Sports Writer
Head coach Kerry Volkmann
knew he was going 10 need he lp
outside of his five returning
champions to win a third consecutive OAC title last weekend
and he got it in a big way.
ScottEisenman,JarnieHogue
and Sean Pellerite all pushed their
ways into the finals 10 secure
another championship for John
Carroll.
"I credit those three directly
with winning the championship,"
said Volkmann. "They fought
their way into the finals and did a
terrific job."

also given the John Suma Award
as the tournament's outstanding
wrestler. "He 's a very strong
competitor, one of the exciting,
young talents in the conference,"
commented Volkmann on Roby.
Cardarnan and Gillmor both
put in solid perfonnances in their
comeback bouts after spending
recent weeks on the injured list.
They each won three matches en
route to their second titles.
"That was real encouraging
because it was certainly a question
mark going in," Volkmann said.
Gillmor added, "I felt preuy good
about it. I didn'treally get as tired
as I thought I might and my ability

level was right up there."
Karrenbauer cruised to his
second championship at 126 by
pinning his first opponent then
chasing his next into submission.
"The first match I did real we ll,
then the next guy was ki nd of on
roller skates, but I was happy I
was able to contain him and win,"
said Karrenbauer.
Dale Kaprosy provided the big
excitemem for the weekend in his
167 pound title bout Kaprosy
was down 7-6 with just four seconds left to ONU's Marvin
Beverly. Kaprosy pulled a take
down at the end to best Berverly
for the seond year in the finals.

"That was unbelievable," exclaimed Volkmann. " He reinforces the fact that it's never
over til it's over. With four
seconds 10 go it dido· t look good,
then Dale carne flying out of an
escape and go the take down.
With Eisenmann, Hogue and
Pellerite adding important points,
the Streaks were able to best upand-coming Ohio Nothern by a
score of 91.5 point to 68 for the
team title. Mount Union placed
third with 52.25 points.
Looking ahead to the national tournam ent Vo lkmann
said he thinks the people who are
capable of scoring arc going.
Carroll's four OAC champs
have a u tomatic bids, while
Connelly was chosen as one of
the OAC's wild card bids.
"They've all been tO the Big
Show before which
' cs a big
dilT~rence," ;atd Vo• mann.
JCU left for Ne. London,
CT and the Coast Guru d Academy yesterday.

McAllister, Flaherty, Maurer, MacDougall key fourth OAC title
Lenhart named Men's Coach of Year
Ohio Athletic Conference title this
past weekend.
John Carroll won the men's
competition with 628 points defeating Baldwin-Wallace, Hiram,
Mount Union and fmally ONU .

Jacqueline St. Marie
Sports Writer
A combined 26 championship
efforts led the John Carroll men's
and women's swimming teams to
capture their forth consecutive

The women's team was able to
capture the title with 639 points
defeating the same ranking teams.
Senior Ross M c Allis ter,
sophomore Ashley Maurer,junior
Sean Flaherty, and coach Matt
Lenhart brought home major
awards for the Blue Streaks.

McAllister took home the OAC
Swimmer of the Year award. He
was the only male swimmer to
win all three races in which he
competed, taking home titles in
the 200, 500, and 1650 yard
freestyle. He was also a member
of the championship 400 and 800
yard free reley.
"I was nervous before the meet
because it was down to what we
had been shooting for aJf year,"
McAllister said. "After Thursday
when I won the 500 free I became
more relaxed for the next two
days."
Maurer won the OAC Swimmer of the Year award in the
women's competition. She won
three events including the 400
individual medley, the 500 yard
free, and the 1650 yard free. Two
new OAC records have been put
in her name.
The OAC Diver of the Year
award was given to Flaherty and
head coach Matt Lenhart was
voted the OAC Men's Coach of
the Year.
Junior Joe Turi and the men's
200 and 400 medley releys have

Men hit Heidelberg roadblock in Canton
Michael J. Kadlub
Sports Writer
The men's basketball season
ended at the hands of the Heidelberg Student Princes, last Friday
at the Canton Civic Center.
The Streaks made it to the flnal
four of the Ohio Athletic Conference tounament by upsetting
Capital75-71,last Wednesday at
Capital. This was John Carroll's
frrst win in OAC playoff action
since joining the league in 1989.
The Streaks fell tO the Student
Princes 71-56, as Heidelberg
drilled 12 three-pointers, including eight by their low post players.
"We went with the law of averages with those guys," said head
coach Mike Moran in reference 10
their big men hitting the three-

pointers. "Obviously that was a
big factor in the game."
Moran was enthused with his
team's effort, but indicated they
could have shot better.
"We spotted the ball well putting it in good scoring position,
but we just couldn't cash in. I
guess you could say we went to
the bank, but didn't make it to the
cashier," said Moran.
The Streaks were led by junior
John Buford who poured in 24
points. He also had 22 points
againstCapital. Forhiseffortsin
the tournament, he was named 10
the OAC all-tournament team. For
theseason,Buffordscoredthethird
highest number of pofuts in John
Carroll histOry, tallying 566 and
leading the team in both points

~ill :lQI;Ciil:a~r~!;~~il~e

50¢

and now

and assists. He was selected to the
AII-OAC first team. Sophomore
ShannonVickers,wholedtheteam
in rebounding (7.5 rpg), was selected to the honorable mention
team.
Sophomore Mark
Adamczyk earned an honorable
mention spot on the All-OAC
Academic team.
Moran was pleased with the
team's play in his frrst season.
The Streaks improved in the conference from 6-13 last season, to
9-11 this year. "Realistically,
we'rehappywiththestart.We've
climbed a couple of hills, but we
have a ton of mountains to go yet"
JCU may just reach those
mountains next season as they have
all five starters and many of the
top bench players coming back.
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INTRODUCING
BURGER KING·s
JOHN CARROLL STUDENT
MEAL OF THE WEEK

: A Dbl. Cheeseburger, sm. fries, and sm. drink only
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the Nauonal-1Q.!Imamem to look
in
foward to. The ~
cludes sophomores EricRapp,
Petkunas, Rich Farkas. and junior
Joe Turi. These Blue S!Ie~s
qualified and earned the right to
go to Atlanta to compete in Nationals at Emory U ni ver·SJ·~m111cn
18th.
1n g the first event
ursday afternoon was a great
indication of how the rest of the
meet wasgoingtorun,"Rappsaid.
"Winning kept things rolling and
got everyone excited to swim."
Turi and the medley reley will
leave for Atlanta on Tuesday
March 14 to have time to practice.
"The whole team plans on going. We have great team support,
" Rapp said. "Last year at Nationals we had the biggest fan section."
So as the John Carroll Blue
Streaks have proven for the past
four years that they are the class of
the Ohio Athletic Conference, they
set their sites on Atlanta and th,e
rest of Division lll competition to
see if they are also the class of the
nation.
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$1.99

Please present JCU student 10 to cashie r for discount. Not valid with
other discounts or offers. Good at 14101 Cedar Rood location onl
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